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Modern distributed storage systems are emerging as the primary choice for storing massive amounts of critical data that we generate today. A central goal of these systems is to ensure data durability, i.e., these systems must keep user data safe under all scenarios.

To achieve high levels of durability, most modern systems store redundant copies of data on many machines. When a client wishes to update the data, the distributed system takes a set of actions to update these redundant copies, which we refer to as the system’s durability model. At one end of the durability model spectrum, data is immediately replicated and persisted on many or all servers. While this immediate durability model offers strong guarantees, it suffers from poor performance. At the other end, data is only lazily replicated and persisted, eventually making it durable; this approach provides excellent performance but poor durability guarantees.

The choice of durability model also influences what consistency models can be realized by the system. While immediate durability enables strong consistency, only weaker models can be realized upon eventual durability. Thus, in this dissertation, we seek to answer the following question: *is it possible for a durability model to enable strong consistency guarantees, yet also deliver high performance?*

In the first part of this dissertation, we study the behavior of eight
popular modern distributed systems and analyze whether they ensure data durability when the storage devices on the replicas fail partially, i.e., sometimes return corrupted data or errors. Our study reveals that redundancy does not provide fault tolerance; a single storage fault can result in catastrophic outcomes such as user-visible data loss, unavailability, and spread of corruption.

In the second part, to address the fundamental tradeoff between consistency and performance, we propose consistency-aware durability or Cad, a new way to achieving durability in distributed systems. The key idea behind Cad is to shift the point of durability from writes to reads. By delaying durability upon writes, Cad provides high performance; however, by ensuring the durability of data before serving reads, Cad enables the construction of strong consistency models.

Finally, we introduce cross-client monotonic reads, a novel and strong consistency property that provides monotonic reads across failures and sessions. We show that this property can be efficiently realized upon Cad, while other durability models cannot enable this property with high performance. We also demonstrate the benefits of this new consistency model.
Distributed storage systems are central to building modern services and applications that run in today’s data centers. For instance, storage systems such as Cassandra, Redis, MongoDB, and ZooKeeper are at the heart of many online services including Internet search, e-commerce, ride-sharing, and social networking [47, 102, 133, 135, 173–175, 177].

A paramount goal of these storage systems is to ensure data durability, i.e., the system must keep user data safe under all circumstances. If a storage service loses data, the company loses its reputation and customers, and potentially many millions of dollars [33, 160, 180]. For the end-user, data loss is a nuisance at best and devastation at worst.

A common technique used by most distributed storage systems to provide high levels of durability is that of redundancy: instead of storing a single copy, data is redundantly stored on several servers. Thus, even if a few servers fail, data will not be lost and still can be accessed by applications.

Unfortunately, how a system updates the redundant copies (which we refer to as the system’s durability model) presents an unsavory tradeoff between guarantees and performance. At one extreme lies the immediate durability model in which the distributed system replicates and persists a write on many replicas before acknowledging the clients. By replicating and persisting in the critical path, this model guarantees that data will not be lost even when many or all nodes crash and recover. However, such strong durability guarantees come at a high cost: poor performance.
Forcing writes to be replicated and persisted, even with performance enhancements such as batching, reduces throughput and increases latency dramatically.

At the other extreme is eventual durability: a distributed system only lazily replicates and persists a write, perhaps after buffering it in just one node’s memory. By acknowledging writes quickly, high performance is realized, but this model can arbitrarily lose data in the presence of failures, providing weak durability guarantees.

The choice of durability model, in addition to determining the safety of data and performance, also influences another important aspect of a distributed system – its consistency model. Consistency models describe the guarantees a client has with regard to reads, given a set of previous writes from that client or other clients. Many models have been proposed, from (strong) linearizability at one end [70] to (weak) eventual consistency at the other [52], with many points in between [91, 94, 96, 169, 170, 176]. Strong consistency usually hides the fact that multiple copies exist, thereby making it easier for applications and programmers to reason about the system behavior. Strong consistency is often achieved by employing immediate durability. For example, to prevent stale reads, a linearizable system (such as LogCabin [92]) synchronously makes writes durable; otherwise, an acknowledged update can be lost, exposing stale values upon subsequent reads.

In contrast, systems that employ eventual durability (such as Redis [134]) can only realize only weak consistency models. These systems can arbitrarily lose data upon failures, exposing stale and out-of-order data, and thus provide confusing semantics to applications.

Thus, distributed storage systems must choose between two unsavory options: offer strong guarantees but pay a high performance cost, or deliver high performance but settle for weak guarantees. Most modern systems favor performance over correctness, and thus adopt eventual dura-
bility; in fact, eventual durability is the default in many widely used sys-

tems [104, 136, 137]. Consequently, these systems offer high performance

but only offer poor durability and consistency guarantees.

Thus, in this dissertation, we ask the following question. *Is it possible

for a distributed system to provide strong durability and consistency while also
delivering high performance?* We answer this question in the affirmative by

introducing *consistency-aware durability* or *CAD*, a new way of achieving
durability in distributed systems. The key idea behind *CAD* is to shift the

point of durability from writes to that of *reads*: data is guaranteed to be
durable before it is served upon reads. By delaying durability of writes,

*CAD* achieves high performance; however, unlike eventual durability that
can arbitrarily lose data, *CAD* guarantees that read data will never be lost

and thus enables strong consistency models.

This dissertation has three parts to it. In the first part, we study the

behavior of eight widely used modern distributed storage systems and

analyze whether these systems ensure data durability in the presence of

failures. We focus on the case where the disks on the replicas sometimes

return corrupted data or errors upon accesses (§1.1). Second, to address

the fundamental tradeoff between durability and consistency, and per-

formance, we introduce *CAD* (§1.2). We design and implement *CAD* for

leader-based majority systems and show its efficacy. Finally, we introduce

*cross-client monotonic reads*, a novel, strong consistency property that can

be realized efficiently upon *CAD* (§1.3). We also demonstrate the benefits

dothis new consistency property.

1.1 Analysis of Modern Distributed Storage

Systems

Each replica in a distributed storage system depends upon its local storage

stack to store data. The local storage stack is immensely complex consist-
ing of storage devices, firmware, and many layers of software including local file systems, device drivers, I/O schedulers, etc. Upon problems in any of these layers, the storage stack can return corrupted data or errors to file systems and applications above them [22, 24, 25, 97, 112, 124, 155, 156]. We refer to such corruptions and errors as storage faults.

Previous studies [26, 130, 187] have shown how storage faults are handled by local file systems such as ext3, NTFS, and ZFS. File systems, in some cases, simply propagate the faults as-is to applications; for example, ext4 returns corrupted data as-is to applications if the underlying device block is corrupted. In other cases, file systems react to the fault and transform it into a different one before passing onto applications; for example, btrfs transforms an underlying block corruption into a read error. Thus, in either case, distributed storage systems can encounter faults when running atop local file systems.

The behavior of modern distributed storage systems in response to storage faults is critical and strongly affects cloud-based services. Despite this importance, little is known about how distributed storage systems react to storage faults and whether these systems preserve the durability of data in the presence of storage faults.

A common and widespread expectation is that redundancy in higher layers (i.e., across replicas) enables recovery from local storage faults [30, 50, 68, 82, 156]. For example, an inaccessible block of data in one node of a distributed storage system would ideally not result in a user-visible data loss because the same data is redundantly stored on many nodes. Given this expectation, in the first part of the thesis, we answer the following questions: How do modern distributed storage systems behave in the presence of local storage faults? Do they use redundancy to recover from storage faults on a single replica?

To answer these questions, we build a fault-injection framework called CorDS which includes the following key pieces: errfs, a user-level FUSE file
system that systematically injects storage faults, and errbench, a suite of system-specific workloads that drives systems to interact with their local storage. For each injected fault, Cords automatically observes resultant system behavior. We studied eight widely used systems using Cords: Redis [134], ZooKeeper [16], Cassandra [13], Kafka [15], RethinkDB [143], MongoDB [101], LogCabin [92], and CockroachDB [41].

The most important overarching lesson from our study is that redundancy does not provide fault tolerance in many distributed storage systems: a single storage fault in only one of the replicas can induce catastrophic outcomes. Despite the presence of checksums, redundancy, and other resiliency methods prevalent in distributed storage, a single fault can lead to data loss, corruption, unavailability, and, in some cases, the spread of corruption to other intact replicas. Because distributed storage systems inherently store redundant copies of data, and we inject only one fault at a time, these behaviors are surprising and undesirable.

The benefits of our systematic study are twofold. First, our study has helped us uncover numerous bugs in eight widely used systems. We find that these systems can silently return corrupted data to users, lose data, propagate corrupted data to intact replicas, become unavailable, or return an unexpected error on queries. For example, a single write error during log initialization can cause write unavailability in ZooKeeper. Similarly, corrupted data in one node in Redis and Cassandra can be propagated to other intact replicas. In Kafka and RethinkDB, corruption in one node can cause a user-visible data loss.

Second, more importantly, our study has enabled us to make several observations across all systems concerning storage fault handling. We find that while some of the above undesirable outcomes are caused due to implementation-level bugs that could be fixed by moderate developer effort, most of them arise due to a few fundamental root causes in storage fault tolerance common to many distributed storage systems. We list
these root causes below.

- **Faults are often undetected locally.** While a few systems carefully use checksums, others completely trust lower layers in the stack to detect and handle corruption. Thus, we find that corruptions are often locally undetected in some systems. We also find that I/O errors are often not handled properly in many systems. More importantly, we find that locally undetected faults lead to immediate harmful global effects (e.g., spread of corruption).

- **Crashing is the most common reaction.** Even when systems reliably detect faults, in most cases, they simply crash instead of using redundancy to recover from the fault.

- **Redundancy is underutilized.** Although distributed storage systems replicate data and functionality across many nodes, a single storage fault on a single node can result in harmful cluster-wide effects. Surprisingly, many distributed storage systems do not consistently use redundancy as a source of recovery.

- **Crash and corruption handling are entangled.** Systems often conflate recovering from a crash with recovering from corruption, accidentally invoking the wrong recovery subsystem to handle the fault. This conflation ultimately leads to poor outcomes such as data loss.

- **Local fault handling and global protocols interact in unsafe ways.** Local fault-handling behaviors and global distributed protocols such as read repair, leader election, and re-synchronization, sometimes interact in an unsafe manner. This unsafe interaction often leads to propagation of corruption to intact replicas or data loss.

To summarize, our study indicates that storage faults can have adverse effects on durability in most distributed storage systems: a single storage
fault can lead to loss of data, system unavailability, or spread of corruption. Most outcomes result due to a few fundamental problems concerning storage fault tolerance prevalent across many systems. Finally, these systems are not equipped to effectively use redundancy across replicas to recover from local storage faults.

1.2 Building a Stronger and Efficient Durability Primitive

In the second part of this thesis, we examine the fundamental tradeoff between strong guarantees and performance in distributed storage systems. When a user wishes to store a piece of data, the distributed storage system orchestrates a sequence of steps to make the data durable. We refer to this set of actions a system takes as its **durability model**. In particular, durability models describe how a distributed system replicates and persists data across machines. A system’s underlying durability model has strong implications on both consistency and performance.

As we noted earlier, at one end of the spectrum, immediate durability synchronously persists data on many nodes, and thus offers strong guarantees; however, it is too slow. At the other end lies eventual durability which only asynchronously persists data, thereby offering high performance; however, it does so by trading off strong durability and consistency.

As a result, practitioners are left with the unsavory decision of choosing strong guarantees or performance but not both. Given the poor performance of immediate durability, many deployments prefer eventual durability [74, 106, 125]. In fact, eventual durability is the **default** in many popular systems (e.g., Redis, MongoDB). Even when using systems that are immediately durable by default (e.g., ZooKeeper), practitioners disable synchronous operations for performance [55]. Therefore, these deploy-
ments and systems settle for weaker consistency and durability guarantees.

Thus, we examine whether it is possible for a durability layer to enable strong consistency, yet also deliver high performance. We first note that to provide high performance, the system cannot employ synchronous writes because it is simply too expensive. Second, we realize that what clients observe upon reads is important for most consistency models. Based on these two insights, we rethink the durability layer and propose consistency-aware durability or Cad. The key idea behind Cad is to shift the point of durability from writes to reads; data is replicated and persisted before it is read. By delaying durability of writes, Cad achieves high performance. However, by making data durable before it is read, Cad guarantees that data that has been read by clients will never be lost and can be recovered even after failures; this enables strong consistency across failures, as we show in the next part of the thesis.

Cad does not incur overheads on every read; for many workloads, data can be made durable in the background before applications read it. While enabling strong consistency, Cad does not guarantee complete freedom from data loss; a few recently written items that have not been read yet may be lost if failures arise. However, given that many widely used systems adopt eventual durability and thus settle for weaker consistency [104, 136, 137], Cad offers a path for these systems to realize stronger consistency and durability guarantees without compromising on performance.

We implement Cad in ZooKeeper [16], a leader-based majority system. Our experiments show that ZooKeeper with Cad is significantly faster than immediately durable ZooKeeper (optimized with batching) while approximating the performance of eventually durable ZooKeeper for many workloads. Even for workloads that mostly read recently written data, Cad’s overheads compared to eventually durable ZooKeeper are
small (only 8%). Through rigorous fault injection, we demonstrate the robustness of Cad’s implementation in ZooKeeper; Cad ensures the durability of data that has been read by clients in hundreds of crash scenarios. We also demonstrate that the consistency-aware durability idea applies to other systems as well by implementing Cad in Redis; we also present a performance evaluation of this implementation.

1.3 Building Strong Consistency upon Consistency-aware Durability

In the last part of the thesis, we show how to realize strong consistency upon consistency-aware durability (Cad). Linearizability is the strongest guarantee that can be provided by a non-transactional distributed system [70, 120]. A linearizable system never allows clients to read stale data. Further, it prevents clients from seeing out-of-order states: the system will not serve a client an updated state at one point and subsequently serve an older state to any client. To provide such strong guarantees on reads, a linearizable system must pay the cost of immediate durability during write operations [87, 120]. In addition to using immediate durability, most linearizable systems restrict reads to the leader [80, 108, 119]. Such restriction limits read throughput and prevents clients from reading from nearby replicas, increasing latency.

In contrast, models such as causal consistency, monotonic reads, and eventual consistency perform well when compared to linearizability. These models are often built upon a weakly durable substrate and allow reads at many nodes. However, these models offer only weak guarantees. For example, consider the above two consistency properties: clients can never see stale or out-of-order data; systems that employ weaker models violate these two properties.

We note that preventing staleness requires expensive immediate dura-
bility upon every write. However, preventing out-of-order states can be useful in many scenarios and can be realized efficiently. The well-known monotonic reads consistency model [169, 170] seemingly prevents out-of-order states but is quite limited in this regard. In particular, while it avoids out-of-order reads within a single client session, it does not guarantee in-order states across clients or even different sessions of the same client application. In contrast, we introduce a new consistency model that provides much stronger guarantees; we refer to this new model as cross-client monotonic reads. Cross-client monotonic reads guarantees that a read from a client will return a state that is at least as up-to-date as the state returned to a previous read from any client, irrespective of failures and across sessions. We show that this property can be realized with high performance upon Cad. Without Cad, it is hard (if not impossible) to realize cross-client monotonicity efficiently. Specifically, immediate durability can enable it but is too slow; on the other hand, it simply cannot be realized upon eventual durability. Among the existing consistency models, only linearizability provides cross-client monotonic reads, albeit, at the cost of performance.

We design and build Orca by implementing cross-client monotonic reads upon Cad in ZooKeeper. It is straightforward to provide cross-client monotonicity upon Cad when restricting reads to the leader (which limits read scalability). However, Orca offers cross-client monotonicity while allowing reads at many replicas. To allow reads at many nodes while maintaining monotonicity, Orca employs a lease-based active set technique and a two-step lease-breaking mechanism to correctly manage active-set membership. By permitting reads at many nodes, Orca achieves low-latency reads by allowing clients to read from nearby replicas, making it particularly well-suited for geo-distributed settings. Further, Orca can be beneficial in edge-computing use cases, where a client may connect to different servers over the application lifetime (e.g., due to mobility [132]).
but still can receive monotonic reads across these sessions.

We experimentally show that Orca offers significantly higher throughput (1.8 – 3.3\times) compared to strongly consistent ZooKeeper (strong-ZK). In a geo-distributed setting, by allowing reads at nearby replicas, Orca provides 14\times lower latency than strong-ZK in many cases. Orca also closely matches the performance of weakly consistent ZooKeeper (weak-ZK). We show through rigorous tests that Orca provides cross-client monotonic reads under hundreds of failure sequences generated by a fault-injector; in contrast, weak-ZK returns non-monotonic states in many cases. We also demonstrate how the guarantees provided by Orca can be useful in two applications: social-media timeline and location-sharing.

1.4 Contributions

We list the main contributions of this dissertation.

- **Cords Tool.** We design and build Cords, a fault-injection framework to analyze how distributed systems react to storage faults. The framework consists of a user-level FUSE file system to inject storage faults into applications running upon local file systems, and a suite of system-specific workloads. Our framework is publicly available [1].

- **Vulnerabilities in Widely Used Systems.** We present a detailed behavioral study of eight widely used distributed systems on how they react to storage faults and uncover many previously unknown vulnerabilities in these systems. We have contacted developers of seven systems and five of them have acknowledged the problems we found. The vulnerabilities we reported can be found here [1].

- **Fundamental Observations about Storage Fault Tolerance.** We present a set of fundamental problems in storage fault tolerance that are
common to many modern distributed systems. For instance, we identify that many systems conflate corruptions that arise due to system crashes and storage corruptions, leading to undesirable outcomes such as data loss. Some of the lessons from this study have proved instrumental to building replicated state machines that correctly recover from storage faults [10] (our follow-on work, not a part of this thesis).

- **Durability Models.** We analyze how many widely used distributed storage systems make data durable upon writes. We identify the immediate and eventual durability models popular in these systems. We show how a distributed system’s underlying durability model affects its consistency and performance characteristics.

- **Consistency-aware Durability.** We design consistency-aware durability (Cad), a new durability model for distributed systems, that shifts the point of durability from writes to reads, providing strong guarantees and excellent performance.

- **Cross-client Monotonic Reads.** We introduce cross-client monotonic reads, a new consistency model that provides strong guarantees without requiring expensive synchronous durability. Among the existing consistency models, only linearizability provides cross-client monotonicity; however, it is slow because it requires synchronous durability.

- **Orca.** We design and implement cross-client monotonic reads and Cad for leader-based majority systems in a system called Orca by modifying ZooKeeper. We present a rigorous evaluation of Cad and Orca. We also implement and evaluate Cad in Redis.
1.5 Overview

We briefly describe the contents of the different chapters in the dissertation.

- **Background.** Chapter 2 provides background on distributed storage systems and the common failure models. We then discuss leader-based majority systems and different consistency models.

- **Analysis of Distributed Systems Reactions to Storage Faults.** Chapter 3 presents our study on how eight widely used distributed storage systems react to storage faults. We describe our fault-injection methodology and present the behavior analysis of different systems. We then present high-level observations related to storage fault tolerance that are common to systems we study.

- **Building a Stronger and Efficient Durability Primitive.** In Chapter 4, we analyze existing durability models and introduce consistency-aware durability or \( \text{CAD} \), a new durability primitive that delivers high performance and facilitates construction of stronger consistency guarantees. We then present the design, implementation, and evaluation of \( \text{CAD} \).

- **Building Strong Consistency upon Consistency-aware Durability.** In Chapter 5, we build cross-client monotonic reads, a new consistency model that provides strong guarantees and can be realized efficiently upon \( \text{CAD} \). We describe \text{Orca}, our design for leader-based systems. We then evaluate \text{Orca} and demonstrate \text{Orca}'s utility for applications.

- **Related Work.** In Chapter 6, we discuss other research work and systems that are related to this dissertation. We first discuss work related to prevalence of storage faults, storage fault injection, and
studies on distributed systems reliability. We then compare our new durability primitive and consistency model with existing work and finally discuss other efforts to improving distributed system performance.

• **Conclusions and Future Work.** Chapter 7 summarizes this dissertation. We also present some lessons learned during the course of this dissertation and discuss possible directions our work could be extended.
In this chapter, we provide a background on various topics relevant to this dissertation. We start with a brief overview of distributed storage systems (§2.1). Then, we discuss the various failures that are possible in distributed systems (§2.2) with an emphasis on storage faults (§2.2.3). We then briefly describe leader-based majority systems (§2.3). Finally, we discuss different consistency models that are related to this dissertation (§2.4).

2.1 Distributed Storage Systems

A distributed storage system consists of many servers. The servers may be located within a single data center or spread across multiple data centers. The storage system maintains some persistent state; this state can be a collection of key-value pairs, a database, etc. Clients interact with the system through a set of operations. The operations can vary across systems, but broadly operations can be classified into read-only (that retrieve data and do not modify any state) and write (that update existing or store new data).

These storage systems must meet a few important goals. First, the system must ensure duribility of user data: it must not lose data that the clients entrust the system with. Second, the system must be highly avail-
A key to building a system that offers the above properties is to employ redundancy: instead of having a single copy of data, the system maintains multiple copies of user data on disks of multiple machines. Thus, even if one machine fails, the data is not lost because copies of the same data exist on other machines. It is not just the data that is replicated but also the functionality; identical copies of a program run on multiple machines as well. Therefore, even if one machine fails, the code running on other machines keeps the system available.

Given that there are many copies of data, one key challenge that the distributed system faces is to maintain consistency, i.e., it must keep the copies of data identical with each other. An ideal distributed system must hide from clients that multiple copies exist and provide the illusion of a single copy. However, several challenges must be solved to achieve such ideal behavior. One challenge is dealing with failures. In the next section, we discuss the various failures that are possible in a distributed system (§2.2). We will then briefly discuss how existing systems maintain identical copies in the presence of failures (§2.3). Some distributed systems, for high performance and availability, choose not to provide the illusion of a single copy; we will discuss some of the possible (weaker) guarantees that can be provided by such systems (§2.4).

In addition to the above properties, a distributed storage system must also be performant and scalable. Scalability is usually achieved via sharding. Massive data is partitioned into many smaller units called shards, and the shards are distributed across many nodes; each shard fits within a single node. For durability and availability, each shard is in turn replicated. To update data across multiple shards, systems typically use transactional mechanisms. In this dissertation, we focus mainly on applying our ideas in non-sharded settings and therefore, we do not discuss shard-
ing in detail. However, as we discuss later (§4.7), our ideas can be applied as-is or extended to multiple shards.

2.2 Faults in Distributed Systems

In this section, we discuss the different types of failures that a distributed storage system must handle.

2.2.1 Fail-stop Failures

Under the fail-stop failure model, a component stops operating entirely. For example, a process might fail or stop running because of a power loss or an operating system crash. A network partition is also an example of fail-stop failure where a node on the network is not reachable to other nodes. Additionally, network packets may be lost, reordered, or delayed.

Before a component fails, it usually does not inform the other components in the system of the imminent failure. Thus, the other components have to detect that a component has failed. This detection is usually done using the mechanisms of heartbeats and timeouts. At a high level, the mechanism works as follows. A node in the distributed system periodically sends a heartbeat message to other nodes. If a node does not receive a heartbeat message for a period of time from another node, then the node considers the other node as failed. In such a case, there are two possibilities. Either the node might have crashed, or the node is alive, but its messages cannot reach the other node because of a network problem (e.g., a partition).

A failed node may recover after some time. For this reason, this model is also referred to as the fail-recover model. For example, a node that crashed due to a power loss recovers when power is restored afterwards. When a node crashes due to a power failure and later recovers, all the contents in its memory (DRAM) and disk caches are lost; only the persis-
tent data that is on the disk platter or solid-state drive survives. In case of a network partition, while a node cannot communicate with other nodes, its in-memory state usually remains intact. Systems that provide strong guarantees require $2f + 1$ nodes to tolerate $f$ fail-stop failures; these systems are available only when the total number of fail-stop failures do not exceed $f$.

### 2.2.2 Byzantine Faults

In this failure model, components in the distributed system may behave arbitrarily. For example, a server might perform a computation incorrectly due to a malicious attack. A malicious node in the system might provide conflicting information to different parts of the system [86]. The node might even behave correctly at times that makes it appear like a functioning node (for example, serve correct data). Therefore, these faults are difficult to detect and tolerate. Protocols that tolerate such Byzantine failures [34, 81] require $3f + 1$ nodes to tolerate a total of $f$ Byzantine and fail-stop failures. However, many practical systems do not tolerate such Byzantine faults. When nodes cannot trust each other (for example, in peer-to-peer networks such as blockchains), the system must be Byzantine fault-tolerant. However, in this dissertation, we focus on distributed storage systems deployed within a single administrative domain and thus, the servers and clients can trust each other. Therefore, the fault model we consider does not include Byzantine faults.

### 2.2.3 Storage Faults

Each node in a distributed storage system runs atop a local storage stack to store and manage user data. The layers in a storage stack consist of many complex hardware and software components [8, 9]. At the bottom of the stack is the media (a disk or a flash device). The firmware above the me-
dia controls the functionalities of the media. Commands to the firmware are submitted by the device driver. File systems manage these lower layers and provide interfaces to applications to use the storage. File systems can encounter faults for a variety of underlying causes including media errors, mechanical and electrical problems in the disk, bugs in firmware, and problems in the bus controller [24, 25, 97, 112, 130, 155, 156]. Sometimes, corruptions can arise due to software bugs in other parts of the operating system [39], device drivers [165], and sometimes even due to bugs in file systems themselves [56].

Due to these reasons, two problems arise for file systems: block errors, where certain blocks are inaccessible (also called latent sector errors) and block corruptions, where certain blocks do not contain the expected data.

File systems can observe block errors when the disk returns an explicit error upon detecting some problem with the block being accessed (such as in-disk ECC complaining that the block has a bit rot) [25, 155]. A previous study [25] of over 1 million disk drives over a period of 32 months has shown that 8.5% of near-line disks and about 1.9% of enterprise-class disks developed one or more latent sector errors. More recent results show similar errors arise in flash-based SSDs [97, 112, 156]. Similarly, a recent study on flash reliability [156] over a period of six years has shown that as high as 63% and 2.5% of millions of flash devices experience at least one read and write error, respectively. Recent work from Tai et al. [166] show that recent flash devices such as QLC NAND drives experience significantly higher uncorrectable bit errors than other technologies (such as SLC drives).

File systems can receive corrupted data due to a misdirected or a lost write caused by bugs in drive firmware [24, 124] or if the in-disk ECC does not detect a bit rot. Block corruptions are insidious because blocks become corrupt in a way not detectable by the disk itself. File systems, in many cases, obliviously access such corrupted blocks and silently return
them to applications. Bairavasundaram et al., in a study of 1.53 million disk drives over 41 months, showed that more than 400,000 blocks had checksum mismatches [24]. Anecdotal evidence has shown the prevalence of storage errors and corruptions [46, 73, 151]. Given the frequency of storage corruptions and errors, there is a non-negligible probability for file systems to encounter such faults.

In many cases, when the file system encounters a fault from its underlying layers, it simply passes it as-is onto the applications [130]. For example, the default Linux file system, ext4, simply returns errors or corrupted data to applications when the underlying block is not accessible or is corrupted, respectively. In a few other cases, the file system may transform the underlying fault into a different one. For example, btrfs and ZFS transform an underlying corruption into an error; when an underlying corrupted disk block is accessed, the application will receive an error instead of corrupted data [187]. In either case, we refer to these faults encountered by applications running atop the file system as storage faults.

Given this, it is important for applications that run on local file systems to tolerate storage faults. It is even more critical for large-scale application deployments to handle such faults because they often tend to use cheap hardware (because it is more economical than buying expensive hardware). Prior studies have shown that such cheap nearline disks are more prone to faults than enterprise-class devices [22]. Many seminal systems have been built in this spirit. For instance, Ghemawat et al. describe how they employ end-to-end checksum-based detection and recovery in the Google file system as the underlying IDE disks would often corrupt data on the chunk servers [62]. Similarly, lessons from Google [50] in building large-scale Internet services emphasize how reliability must be built into software layers running atop unreliable hardware. Given this, in this dissertation, we examine a fundamental question: do modern distributed storage systems detect and recover from storage faults correctly? Do they
use the inherent redundancy to recover from local storage faults on one or a few nodes?

### 2.3 Leader-based Majority Systems

In Chapters 4 and 5, we focus on leader-based majority systems. Specifically, we built \textit{Cad} and cross-client monotonicity for leader-based majority systems. Thus, in this section, we provide a brief overview of such systems.

As we discussed earlier, replicas in a distributed system need to be kept consistent (identical with each other). However, this becomes complicated in the presence of concurrent requests and failures. For example, consider a simple distributed system with two replicas storing a data item \(a\). Two clients wish to concurrently update this data item. Client \(c_0\) wishes to set \(a\) to 0, while the other client \(c_1\) wishes to update \(a\) to 1. If these requests are received by the replicas in different orders, then they will diverge. Specifically, the request from \(c_1\) may arrive before \(c_0\)'s request at one replica and the other way around at the other replica, leading to divergence. Similarly, failures also cause complications. For instance, after \(c_0\) updates \(a\) on both replicas, \(c_1\) might send its request only to one replica and fail before sending the request to the other, again causing divergence.

One common way distributed systems solve this problem is designating one of the replicas as the \textit{leader} of the system; other nodes are referred to as \textit{followers}. The leader is associated with an \textit{epoch}: a slice of time; for a given epoch, at most one leader can exist [19, 120]. In this setup, clients send their requests only to the leader. The leader then establishes a single order for the requests and then replicates the requests in order to the followers. The intuition is that if all the nodes (leader and followers) start from the same initial state, apply the same sequence of commands in or-
der, then the nodes will have identical states.

In addition to ensuring order, the system must ensure that updates survive node failures. As we discussed above, when a node crashes, it loses its volatile state. Therefore, the nodes store the commands persistently on an on-disk log on their local storage medium. If a node fails, it can replay the operations from a log to recreate the volatile state it lost.

To summarize, the update protocol in a leader-based system works as follows: the client first sends a request to the leader. The leader appends the request to its on-disk log. Each log entry is uniquely identified by the epoch in which it was appended and the position of the update in the log (i.e., the log index). The leader then persists the appended request to storage and also sends the request to the followers. The followers persist the request to their logs and acknowledge the leader. Once a sufficient number of followers have acknowledged, the leader applies the request (for example, update a key-value pair), and sends the response back to the client. At this point, the client request is said to be committed, and thus the storage system must always recover this update, irrespective of failures.

The number of followers the leader waits for in the critical path varies across different distributed systems. For example, this could range from none to all. In this dissertation, we focus on a special class of systems, that wait for a majority of nodes to acknowledge a request (including the leader) before considering a request to be committed. Majority is defined as ⌊n/2⌋ + 1 nodes in a system with n nodes (e.g., 3 out of 5 servers). Such systems are available as long as a majority of nodes are up and functioning; in other words, the system can tolerate the crash or partition of a minority of nodes.

The leader constantly sends heartbeats to the followers to check if they have failed. If a follower fails, the leader can continue accepting requests as long ⌊n/2⌋ followers are available (and following the leader). When a
failed follower recovers, it can just follow the leader; the leader sends the commands the follower missed (in order) bringing the follower up-to-date. The leader steps down if it does not hear from a majority (including self) for a while.

The system must also deal with leader failures. If the followers do not hear from the leader for a while, they become candidates and try to elect a new leader. At a high level, leader election works as follows. A candidate sends a vote request to other nodes. A node p votes for another node q if p has not already voted for another candidate and if q’s log is at least as complete as the log of p. The candidate that receives votes from at least a majority (including self) is elected as the leader. This ensures that only a node that has all the committed data becomes the leader; this is a property that many practical leader-based majority systems ensure [12, 120].

2.4 Consistency Models

One of the contributions of this dissertation is a new consistency model; thus, we now explain some of the existing models. As we discussed earlier, multiple clients may submit operations to the storage system concurrently. A consistency model defines the permissible orderings of these operations submitted by clients and restricts what results can be returned by an operation [7, 176]. In this thesis, we focus on non-transactional semantics (i.e., single-object semantics); thus, we do not discuss guarantees that arise in the context of transactional distributed systems such as external consistency [45] and serializability [6].

2.4.1 Strong Consistency

Linearizability [7, 70] is a strong consistency model that hides from clients the fact that multiple copies exist. Under this consistency model, each operation appears to take effect instantaneously between its invocation and
completion. Linearizability also establishes a real-time total ordering of operations. If an operation \( \text{op}_2 \) starts after another operation \( \text{op}_1 \) completes, then \( \text{op}_2 \) must be ordered after \( \text{op}_1 \) and see the effects of \( \text{op}_1 \). For example, if \( \text{op}_1 \) updates a data item, and \( \text{op}_2 \) reads the item, \( \text{op}_2 \) must at least return the value written by \( \text{op}_1 \). Consequently, clients are never exposed to stale data in a linearizable system. If \( \text{op}_2 \) starts after \( \text{op}_1 \) starts but before \( \text{op}_1 \) completes, then these operations are concurrent. Such concurrent operations can be ordered in any way, but this order must be the same across replicas. Thus, linearizability also prevents the case where a client reads an updated state at one point, and subsequently, another client reads an older state.

Sequential consistency [84] is weaker than linearizability. It establishes a total ordering of operations across replicas; however, the order need not reflect the real-time order except for operations initiated in a single client. Therefore, in this model, clients need not see the latest data written by other clients. If a client reads some data, then the same client must at least read that data, while a different client need not see that data. However, all updates are ordered in the same order across replicas. Leader-based majority systems that establish a single order of operations at least provide sequential consistency.

### 2.4.2 Weaker Models

We now discuss models that do not establish total ordering and are weaker than sequential consistency and linearizability. Systems that provide these weaker guarantees are performant and provide low latencies [91]. However, they expose inconsistencies to clients and applications, providing unintuitive semantics; therefore, these models are difficult to program against [7, 169, 176].

**Causal consistency.** Causal consistency [23, 91] is a weaker model than
linearizability and sequential consistency. Under this model, operations are not globally ordered. Only causally related operations are ordered in the same way across clients; clients can disagree on the order of other operations. All operations from a single client (or a single thread of execution) are causally related. Two operations $op_1$ and $op_2$ are also causally related if $op_1$ is a write and $op_2$ is a read, and $op_2$ notices the value written by $op_1$. Causality is also transitive: $op_1$ causally precedes $op_2$ if $op_1$ causally precedes $op_3$ and $op_3$ causally precedes $op_2$.

**Monotonic reads.** Under this consistency guarantee, if a read from a client returns a value, then a subsequent read to the same data item from the same client must return the same value or a later version [169, 170]. While this guarantee may seem similar to cross-client monotonicity that we introduce in this dissertation, it is quite different. Specifically, unlike our model, this model does not ensure read monotonicity across clients or even different sessions of the same client application.

**Eventual consistency.** This is one of the weakest guarantees a distributed system can provide. In this model, replicas need not be identical at all times. However, when there are no updates or failures, the replicas must eventually converge and become identical [168, 169]. Under eventual consistency, there is no constraint on the ordering of operations, and reads can see any value.

### 2.5 Summary

In this chapter, we presented the background essential to understanding this dissertation. We described the basic concepts in a distributed storage system. We discussed the various failures possible in a distributed system, including storage faults. We provided an overview of leader-based majority systems and some of the existing consistency models.
3

Analysis of Distributed Systems
Reactions to Storage Faults

In a distributed storage system, each replica works atop a commodity local file system on commodity hardware, to store and manage critical user data. However, unfortunately, as we discussed earlier (in §2.2.3), the local storage stack can sometimes return corrupted data or errors. Therefore, the ultimate responsibility of data integrity and proper error handling falls to applications that run atop local storage.

Most single-machine applications such as stand-alone databases and non-replicated key-value stores solely rely on local file systems to reliably store data; they rarely have ways to recover from local storage faults. For example, on a read, if the file system returns an error or corrupted data, these applications have no way of recovering that piece of data. Their best possible course of action is to reliably detect such faults and deliver appropriate errors to users.

Most modern distributed storage systems, much like single-machine applications, also rely upon local file systems to safely manage critical user data. However, unlike single-machine applications, distributed systems inherently store data in a replicated fashion. A carefully designed distributed storage system can potentially use this inherent redundancy to recover from errors and corruptions, irrespective of the support provided by its local file system.
Given this, in this chapter, we analyze how modern distributed storage systems react to storage faults and whether these systems preserve the durability of data in the presence of such faults. To do so, we build a fault-injection framework called Cords that systematically injects storage faults and observes the effects of the injected faults. Using Cords, we studied eight widely used systems: Redis [134], ZooKeeper [16], Cassandra [13], Kafka [15], RethinkDB [143], MongoDB [101], LogCabin [92], and CockroachDB [41].

A correctly designed distributed system should not be affected when data on one or a few replicas is corrupted: given that intact copies of the same data exist on other replicas, a correct system must be able to recover from such scenarios. Similarly, errors in one or a few nodes should not affect the global availability of the system given that the functionality (application code) is also replicated across many nodes.

However, from our study, we find that most distributed systems do not effectively utilize the redundancy to recover from local faults; even a single storage fault in one of the replicas can lead to catastrophic outcomes such as data loss, silent corruption, unavailability, or sometimes even the spread of corrupted data to other intact replicas. While some of these outcomes are caused due to implementation-level bugs that could be fixed by moderate developer effort, most of them arise due to a few fundamental root causes in storage-fault handling that are prevalent across many systems. This chapter is based on the paper, Redundancy Does Not Imply Fault Tolerance: Analysis of Distributed Storage Reactions to Single Errors and Corruptions, published in FAST 17 [59].

The chapter is organized as follows. First, we describe our fault model (§3.1) and how our framework injects faults and observes behaviors (§3.2). Next, we present our behavior analysis for each system (§3.3). We then derive and present a set of observations across all eight systems (§3.4). Next, we discuss features of current file systems that can impact the problems
we found (§3.5) and our experience interacting with developers (§3.6). We then discuss why systems are not tolerant of storage faults and how the problems can be potentially fixed (§3.7). Finally, we summarize and conclude (§3.8).

3.1 Fault Model

The storage devices beneath the file systems can throw errors or return corrupted data. The local file system may sometimes propagate such storage faults arising from the underlying devices as-is to distributed systems running atop it. In some cases, the file system may also convert some of these faults into errors. The goal of our fault model is to capture these different fault conditions that an application might encounter when running atop a local file system. While a distributed system might encounter many kinds of faults such as system crashes, network partitions, and power failures, our goal in this work is to analyze how distributed systems react to storage faults; therefore, our fault injection framework introduces only storage faults.

Our fault model has two important characteristics. First, our model considers injecting exactly a single fault to a single file-system block in a single node of the distributed system at a time. While correlated storage faults [24, 25] are interesting, we focus on the most basic case of injecting a single fault in a single node because our fault model intends to give maximum recovery leeway for applications. Correlated faults, on the other hand, might preclude such leeway. For example, if two or more blocks containing important application-level data structures are corrupted (possible in a correlated fault model), there might be less opportunity for the application to salvage its state. Second, our model injects faults only into application-level on-disk structures and not file-system metadata. File systems may be able to guard their own (meta)data [57];
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Fault</th>
<th>Op</th>
<th>Example Causes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Block Corruption</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>lost and misdirected writes in ext and XFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Corruption</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>lost and misdirected writes in ext and XFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Error (EIO)</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>latent sector errors in all file systems, disk corruptions in ZFS, btrfs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Error (EIO)</td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>file system mounted read-only, on-disk corruptions in btrfs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space error (ENOSPC, EDQUOT)</td>
<td>Write</td>
<td>disk full, quota exceeded in all file systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit Corruption</td>
<td>Read</td>
<td>bit rots not detected by in-device ECC in ext and XFS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: **Possible Faults and Example Causes.** *The table shows storage faults captured by our model and example root causes that lead to a particular fault during read and write operations.*

However, if user data becomes corrupt or inaccessible, the application will either receive a corrupted block or perhaps receive an error (if the file system has checksums for user data). Thus, it is essential for applications to handle such cases.

Table 3.1 shows faults that are possible in our model during read and write operations and some examples of root causes in most commonly used file systems that can cause a particular fault. For all further discussion, we use the term block to mean a file-system block.

It is possible for applications to read a block that is corrupted (with zeros or junk) if a previous write to the underlying disk block was lost or some unrelated write was misdirected to that block. For example, in the ext family of file systems and XFS, there are no checksums for user data and so it is possible for applications to read such corrupted data, without any errors. Our model captures such cases by corrupting a block with
zeros or junk on reads.

Even on file systems such as btrfs and ZFS where user data is checksummed, detection of corruption may be possible but not recovery (unless mounted with special options such as *copies=2* in ZFS). Although user data checksums employed by btrfs and ZFS prevent applications from accessing corrupted data, they return errors when applications access corrupted blocks. Our model captures such cases by returning similar errors on reads. Also, applications can receive *EIO* on reads when there is an underlying latent sector error associated with the data being read. This condition is possible on all commonly used file systems including ext4, XFS, ZFS, and btrfs.

Applications can receive *EIO* on writes from the file system if the underlying disk sector is not writable and the disk does not remap sectors, if the file system is mounted in read-only mode, or if the file being written is already corrupted in btrfs. On writes that require additional space (for instance, append of new blocks to a file), if the underlying disk is full or if the user’s block quota is exhausted, applications can receive *ENOSPC* and *EDQUOT*, respectively, on any file system.

Our fault model also includes bit corruptions where applications read a similar-looking block with only a few bits flipped. This condition is possible when the in-disk ECC does not detect bit rots and the file system also does not detect such conditions (for example, XFS and ext) or when memory corruptions occur (e.g., corruptions introduced after checksum computation and before checksum verification [187]).

Our fault model injects faults in what we believe is a realistic manner. For example, if a block marked for corruption is written, subsequent reads of that block will see the last written data instead of corrupted data. Similarly, when a block is marked for read or write error and if the file is deleted and recreated (with a possible allocation of new data blocks), we do not return errors for subsequent reads or writes of that block. Simi-
larly, when a space error is returned, all subsequent operations that require additional space will encounter the same space error. Notice that our model does not try to emulate any particular file system. Rather, it suggests an abstract set of faults possible on commonly used file systems that applications can encounter.

3.2 Methodology

We now describe our methodology to study how distributed systems react to storage faults. We built Cords, a fault injection framework that consists of errfs, a FUSE [58] file system, and errbench, a set of workloads and a behavior-inference script for each system.

3.2.1 System Workloads

To study how a distributed storage system reacts to local storage faults, we need to exercise its code paths that lead to interaction with its local file system. We crafted a workload suite, errbench, for this purpose; our suite consists of two workloads per system: read an existing data item, and insert or update a data item. Although our workloads might not exercise all code paths that lead to storage interaction, they are the most important of all workloads and give us insight as to how a particular system reacts to storage faults.

3.2.2 Fault Injection

Figure 3.1 illustrates our methodology to analyze the behavior of distributed systems. We initialize the system under study to a known state by inserting a few data items and ensuring that they are safely replicated and persisted on disk. Our workloads either read or update the items inserted as part of the initialization. Next, we configure the application
Figure 3.1: **Cords Methodology.** The figure shows an overview of our methodology to study how distributed systems react to local storage faults.

to run atop *errfs* by specifying its mount point as the data-directory of the application. Thus, all reads and writes performed by the application flow through *errfs* which can then inject faults. We run the application workload multiple times, each time injecting a single fault for a single file-system block through *errfs*. If the application-level data structure spans multiple file-system blocks, we inject a fault only in a single file-system block constituting that data structure at a time. For bit corruptions, we flip a bit in a single field within a block at a time.

*Errfs* can inject two types of block corruptions: corrupted with *zeros* or *junk*. For block corruptions, *errfs* performs the read and changes the contents of the block that is marked for corruption, before returning to the application, as shown in Figure 3.2. *Errfs* can inject three types of block
Figure 3.2: **Errfs and Behavior Inference.** The figure illustrates how *errfs* injects faults (corruptions and errors) into a block and how we observe the local behavior and the global effect of the injected fault.

Errors: EIO on reads (*read errors*), EIO on writes (*write errors*) or ENOSPC and EDQUOT on writes that require additional space (*space errors*). To emulate errors, *errfs* does not perform the operation but simply returns an appropriate error code. For bit corruptions, *errfs* requires application-specific information consisting of various fields within a block along with their offsets and lengths. To inject a bit corruption, *errfs* flips a bit in the field that is marked for corruption before returning the data.
3.2.3 Behavior Inference

For each run of the workload where a single fault is injected, we observe how the system behaves. Our system-specific behavior-inference scripts glean system behavior from the system’s log files and client-visible outputs such as server status, return codes, errors (stderr), and output messages (stdout). Once the system behavior for an injected fault is known, we compare the observed behavior against expected behaviors. The following are the expected behaviors we test for:

- **Committed data should not be lost**
- **Queries should not silently return corrupted data**
- **The cluster should be available for reads and writes**
- **Queries should not fail after retries**

We believe our expectations are reasonable since a single fault in a single node of a distributed system should ideally not result in any undesirable behavior. If we find that an observed behavior does not match expectations, we flag that particular run (a combination of the workload and the fault injected) as erroneous, analyze relevant application code, contact developers, and file bugs.

In a distributed system, multiple nodes work with their local file system to store user data. When a fault is injected in a node, we need to observe two things: local behavior of the node where the fault is injected and global effect of the fault, as shown in Figure 3.2.

**Local Behavior.** In most cases, a node locally reacts to an injected fault. A node can crash or partially crash (only a few threads of the process are killed) due to an injected fault. In some cases, the node can fix the problem by retrying any failed operation or by using internally redundant data (cases where the same data is redundant across files within a replica). Alternatively, the node can detect and ignore the corrupted data or just log
an error message. Finally, the node may not even detect or take any measure against a fault.

**Global Effect.** The global effect of a fault is the result that is externally visible. The global effect is determined by how distributed protocols (such as leader election, consensus, recovery, repair) react in response to the local behavior of the faulty node. For example, even though a node can locally ignore corrupted data and lose it, the global recovery protocol can potentially fix the problem, leading to a correct externally observable behavior. Sometimes, because of how distributed protocols react, a global corruption, data loss, read-unavailability, write-unavailability, unavailability, or query failure might be possible. When a node crashes as a local reaction, the system runs with reduced redundancy until manual intervention.

These local behaviors and global effects for a given workload and a fault might vary depending on the role played (leader or follower) by the node where the fault is injected. For simplicity, we uniformly use the terms leader and follower instead of primary and backup.

We note that our workload suite and model are not complete. First, our suite consists only of simple read and write workloads while more complex workloads may yield additional insights. Second, our model does not inject all possible storage faults; rather, it injects only a subset of faults such as corruptions, read, write, and space errors. However, even our simple workloads and fault model drive systems into corner cases, leading to interesting behaviors. Our framework can be extended to incorporate more complex faults and our workload suite can be augmented with more complex workloads; we leave this as an avenue for future work.

### 3.3 System Behavior Analysis

We studied eight widely used distributed storage systems: Redis (v3.0.4), ZooKeeper (v3.4.8), Cassandra (v3.7), Kafka (v0.9), RethinkDB (v2.3.4),
MongoDB (v3.2.0), LogCabin (v1.0), and CockroachDB (beta-20160714). We configured all systems to provide the highest safety guarantees possible; we enabled checksums, synchronous replication, and synchronous disk writes. We configured all systems to form a cluster of three nodes and set the replication factor at three. In this section, we present our detailed behavioral analysis for each system.

For each system, we describe the behaviors when block corruptions and block errors are injected into different on-disk structures. For each system, we also show the format of the on-disk files and the logical data structures in the system. The on-disk structure names take the form: \texttt{file\_name.logical\_entity}. We derive the logical entity name from our understanding of the on-disk format of the file. If a file can be contained in a single file-system block, we do not show the logical entity name. For a few systems (Redis, Cassandra, and Kafka), we perform a more detailed analysis by injecting bit corruptions in addition to block faults.

### 3.3.1 Redis

Redis is a popular data structure store, used as database, cache, and message broker. Redis uses asynchronous primary-backup replication by default. However, Redis can be configured to perform synchronous replication using the \texttt{WAIT} option [139]. Redis does not elect a leader automatically when the current leader fails.

**On-disk Structures.** Figure 3.3 shows the on-disk structures of Redis. Redis uses a simple appendonly log file (\texttt{aof}) to store the sequence of commands or operations that modify the database state. The appendonly file is not checksummed. Before recording a sequence of operations, a database identifier is logged; this identifier specifies the database to which the operations are to be applied when the appendonly file is later replayed. Periodic snapshots are taken from the \texttt{aof} to create a redis database
Figure 3.3: Redis On-disk Structures. The figure shows the on-disk format of the files and the logical data structures of Redis. The logical structures take the following form: file_name.logical_entity. If a file can be contained in a single file-system block, we do not show the logical entity name.

file (rdb). During startup, the followers re-synchronize the rdb file from the leader. The entire rdb file is protected by a single checksum.

Behavior Analysis. Figure 3.4 shows the behavior of Redis when block corruptions and block errors are introduced into different on-disk structures. When there are corruptions in metadata structures in the appendonly file or errors in accessing the same, the node simply crashes (first row of local behavior boxes for both workloads in Figure 3.4). If the leader crashes, then the cluster becomes unavailable and if the followers crash, the cluster runs with reduced redundancy (first row of global effect for both workloads).

Redis does not use checksums for user data in the appendonly file; thus, it does not detect corruptions (second row of local behavior for both workloads).
Figure 3.4: Redis Behavior: Block Corruptions and Errors. The figure shows system behavior when corruptions (corrupted with either junk or zeros), read errors, write errors, and space errors are injected in various on-disk structures in Redis. Within each system workload (read and update), there are two boxes — first, local behavior of the node where the fault is injected and second, cluster-wide global effect of the injected fault. The rightmost annotation shows the on-disk logical structure in which the fault is injected. Annotations on the bottom show where a particular fault is injected (L – leader, F – follower). A gray box indicates that the fault is not applicable for that logical structure. For example, write errors are not applicable for any data structures in the read workload (since they are not written) and hence shown as gray boxes.
workloads). If the leader is corrupted, it leads to a global user-visible corruption, and if the followers are corrupted, there is no harmful global effect (second row of global effect for read workload). Figure 3.5 shows how the re-synchronization protocol propagates corrupted user data in aof from the leader to the followers leading to a global user-visible corruption. The same protocol unintentionally fixes the corruption at the followers by fetching the intact data from the leader. In contrast, errors in appendonly file user data lead to crashes (second row of local behavior for both workloads); crashes of the leader and followers lead to cluster unavailability and reduced redundancy, respectively (second row of global effect for both workloads).

Problems in the first block of redis_database are fixed by retrying and creating the redis_database file again from data in the appendonly file (third row in Figure 3.4). When the redis_database file on a follower is corrupted, it crashes, leading to reduced redundancy. Since the leader sends the rdb file during re-synchronization, corruption in the same causes both the followers to crash. These crashes ultimately make the cluster unavailable for writes (fourth and fifth rows in Figure 3.4).
Figure 3.6: Redis Behavior: Bit Corruptions. The figure shows the behavior when bit corruptions are injected. For bit corruptions, we flip a single bit in a field within the on-disk structure. For example, `appendonlyfile.db_num` is part of `appendonlyfile.metadata`.

**Bit Corruptions.** Figure 3.6 shows the behavior of Redis when bit corruptions are injected. A single flipped bit in most of the appendonly file metadata structures results in a failed deserialization, ultimately leading to a crash. If the leader crashes, then the cluster becomes unavailable and if the followers crash, the cluster runs with reduced redundancy. On the leader, a bit flip in the key field results in a silent data loss while a bit flip in the value field results in a silent corruption.

Redis maintains a database identifier (db_num) for each database. When some data is inserted or updated, first the appropriate database (specifically, the database identifier) is recorded in the appendonly file followed by the actual update. If a bit in the recorded database identifier (P) flips...
and so changes to a new value (Q), then all succeeding operations in the appendonly file are redirected to database Q instead of P. This single bit flip in the database identifier results in a silent data loss when database P is queried while supplying spurious data when database Q is queried.

In our bit-corruption experiments, we reduce the granularity of our faults: we flip a single bit in a field within the on-disk structure. Our bit-corruption experiments help uncover interesting behaviors not discovered through our block-corruption experiments. For instance, consider the field `appendonlyfile.db_num` which is part of `appendonlyfile.metadata`. When we inject a coarse block corruption in `appendonlyfile.metadata` on the leader (first row in Figure 3.4), the leader crashes, making the cluster unavailable. In contrast, when we inject a fine-grained bit flip in `appendonlyfile.db_num` on the leader (second row in Figure 3.6), it results in a data loss, as described above.

### 3.3.2 ZooKeeper

ZooKeeper is a popular service for storing configuration information, naming, and distributed synchronization. ZooKeeper provides a hierarchical name space (a data tree) and supports operations such as creation and deletion of nodes in the data tree. ZooKeeper implements state machine replication and uses an atomic broadcast protocol (ZAB) to maintain identical states in all the nodes in the system. The system remains available as long as a majority of the nodes are functional. It provides durability by persisting operations in a log and persisting periodic snapshots of the data tree.

**On-disk Structures:** Figure 3.7 shows the on-disk structures of ZooKeeper. ZooKeeper uses log files to append user data. The log contains a log header (magic, version, etc.) followed by a sequence of transactions. A transaction consists of a transaction header and is protected by a checksum. The transaction header contains epoch, session id, etc. ZooKeeper
Current and last accepted epoch renamed to epoch after updating node id within cluster log and transaction header user data blocks of transaction in log tail blocks of transaction in log unused (zero-padded) log portions last block of log

Figure 3.7: ZooKeeper On-disk Structures. The figure shows the on-disk format of the files and the logical data structures of ZooKeeper.

Maintains two important metadata structures: epoch (accepted and current epoch) and myid (node identifier). Epochs are updated by first writing to epoch_tmp and then renaming it to epoch.

Behavior Analysis. Figure 3.8 shows the behavior when block corruptions and block errors are introduced in ZooKeeper. ZooKeeper can detect corruptions in the transaction_head and transaction_body of the log using checksums but reacts by simply crashing (fourth and fifth rows of local behavior for both workloads in Figure 3.8). When epoch and myid are corrupted or cannot be read, the node simply crashes (first and third rows for both workloads). Similarly, it crashes in most error cases, leading to reduced redundancy. In all crash scenarios, ZooKeeper can reliably elect a new leader, thus ensuring availability. ZooKeeper ignores a transaction locally when its tail is corrupted (sixth row of local behavior for both workloads); the leader election protocol prevents that node from
Figure 3.8: **ZooKeeper Behavior.** The figure shows system behavior when faults are injected in various structures in ZooKeeper.

becoming the leader. Eventually, the corrupted node repairs its log by contacting the leader, leading to correct behavior (sixth row of global ef-
ZooKeeper does not recover from write errors to the transaction head and log tail (fourth and eighth rows in Figure 3.8). Figure 3.9 depicts this scenario. On write errors during log initialization, the error handling code tries to gracefully shutdown the node but kills only the transaction processing threads; the quorum thread remains alive (partial crash). Consequently, other nodes believe that the leader is healthy and do not elect a new leader. However, since the leader has partially crashed, it cannot propose any transactions, leading to an indefinite write unavailability. Notice that this scenario does not cause a harmful global effect for the read workload as reads can be locally served by any node, without requiring the leader to propose new transactions.

Figure 3.9: **ZooKeeper Write Unavailability.** The figure shows how write errors lead to unavailability in ZooKeeper.
3.3.3 Cassandra

Cassandra is a Dynamo-like [51] NoSQL store. Unlike other systems we study, Cassandra is a decentralized system; it does not have leaders and followers. The system divides all data evenly around a cluster of nodes, which form a ring. Cassandra replicates the data to a number of nodes specified by the replication factor. It also supports different read and write consistency levels. In Cassandra, rows are organized into tables and the rows are divided among nodes in the cluster based on a hash of the primary key. Cassandra also provides a SQL-like query language (CQL).

**On-disk Structures:** In Cassandra, the local storage engine is a variation
of log-structured merge (LSM) trees [118] that stores data in sstables. A separate sstable is maintained for each key-space; we refer to the sstables of user-created key-space as tablesst. Figure 3.10 shows the on-disk files in an sstable. Each sstable consists of a Bloom filter (tablesst_filter); the filter provides a fast way to determine whether a given key is present or not. If a key is found in the filter, then the table summary (tablesst_summary) and table index (tablesst_index) are accessed. The tablesst_index contains the offset of a data item in the data file (tablesst_data). The tablesst_data contains all the rows in the table.

**Behavior Analysis.** Cassandra enables checksum verification on user data only as a side effect of enabling compression. Therefore, we conduct two experiments in Cassandra – one with compression disabled for user tables and the other with compression enabled.

Figure 3.11(a) shows the results for block corruptions and block errors when compression is disabled for user sstables. When compression is turned off, corruptions are not detected on user data in tablesst_data (third row of local behavior for read workloads in Figure 3.11(a)). On a read query, a coordinator node collects and compares digests (hashes) of the data from R replicas [48]. If the digests mismatch, conflicts in the values are resolved using a latest timestamp wins policy. If there is a tie between timestamps, the lexically greatest value is chosen and installed on other replicas [75]. As shown in Figure 3.12, on R = 3, if the corrupted value is lexically greater than the original value, the corrupted value is returned to the user and the corruption is propagated to other intact replicas (third row of global effect for R = 3 read workload when corrupted with junk). On the other hand, if the corrupted value is lexically lesser, it fixes the corrupted node (third row of global effect for R = 3 read workload when corrupted with zeros). Reads to a corrupted node with R = 1 always return corrupted data. Faults in tablesst_index cause query failures (fifth row of global effect for read workloads). In most cases, user-visible
Figure 3.11: **Cassandra Behavior: Block Corruptions and Errors.** (a) and (b) show system behavior in the presence of block corruptions (corrupted with either junk (cj) or zeros(cz)), read errors (re), write errors (we), and space errors (se) when sstable compression is turned off and turned on, respectively.

Problems that are observed in \( R = 1 \) configuration are not fixed even when run with \( R = 3 \).

Figure 3.11(b) shows the results when compression is enabled for user sstables. When compression is enabled, Cassandra maintains a checksum for every compressed block. When the value in the compressed data gets corrupted, decompression fails due to a mismatch between the stored checksum and computed checksum of the decompressed data. Thus, cor-
Corruptions to tablesst_data.userdata are detected and results in failures of table scans and point queries to the data within this block (first row for read workloads in Figure 3.11(b)); point queries to the data not in this corrupted block are not affected. The corruption is not fixed automatically even when queries are run with $R = 3$ and results in query failures. Since we do not alter the compression feature of system schema sstables, we do not repeat this experiment for these structures.

**Bit Corruptions.** Figure 3.13 shows the behavior of Cassandra when bit corruptions are injected and compression is enabled for user sstables. In Cassandra, the read path involves accessing several on-disk structures. For a point query of a key, first, the key is queried in the Bloom filter (ta-
blesst_filter); if the filter indicates the key’s presence, then the table summary (tablesst_summary) and table index (tablesst_index) are accessed to determine the offset of the entry in the data file (tablesst_data). Finally, the value is read from the data file. With $R = 1$, a single bit corruption in the filter causes a data loss (first row of global effect for $R = 1$ read workload in Figure 3.13). Similarly, a single bit corruption in the key field in the table summary results in a data loss (second row of global effect for $R = 1$ read workload). With $R = 3$, the above two problems are masked (first and second rows for $R = 3$ read workload). A flipped bit in the keylength and offset of the table index results in query failures with both $R = 1$ and $R = 3$ (third and fourth rows of global effect). With $R = 1$, a corrupted
key in the table index leads to a silent data loss (fifth row of global effect). When a key $K$ in the index is corrupted to $K'$, a table scan with $R = 3$, results in a surprising outcome: first, the scan result contains a spurious row with key $K'$ with the same value as the one for $K$; furthermore, the spurious row is propagated to all other nodes (fifth row of global effect with $R = 3$). A single corrupted bit in valuelength or the value in the table data results in silent corruption and corruption propagation in $R = 1$ and $R = 3$, respectively.

Introducing bit corruptions into various fields within a block helps uncover interesting behaviors in Cassandra not discovered using block-corruption experiments. For example, consider the fields keylength, offset, and key which are a part of tablesst_index. When we inject block corruptions in tablesst_index (fifth row in Figure 3.11(a)), it results in query failures. In contrast, when we flip a bit in the key of tablesst_index, it results in the surprising outcome where a spurious row is silently propagated to all other nodes (fifth row in Figure 3.13). Similarly, while a block corruption in tablesst_summary results in a correct behavior (last row in Figure 3.11(a)), a bit flip in key of tablesst_summary results in a data loss (second row for $R = 1$ in Figure 3.13).

3.3.4 Kafka

Kafka is a distributed persistent message queue in which clients can publish and subscribe to messages. Kafka is run as a cluster consisting of a leader and a set of followers. The system stores streams of messages in categories called topics; a topic can have zero or more consumers that subscribe to it. Each message in a topic consists of a key, a value, and a timestamp.

On-disk Structures: The on-disk structures of Kafka are shown in Figure 3.14. Incoming messages are appended to a log file. Each message is checksummed and is associated with a message id and an optional
**Logical structures:**
- `log.header`: first block of log file
- `log.other`: other blocks in log file
- `index`: index file blocks
- `meta`: file containing broker information
- `recovery_checkpoint`: Last message flushed to disk
- `repl_checkpoint`: Last message replicated to slaves
- `repl_checkpoint_tmp`: Renamed to repl-ckp after updating

**Figure 3.14: Kafka On-disk Structures.** The figure shows the on-disk format of the files and the logical data structures in Kafka.

Kafka maintains an `index` file which indexes messages to byte offsets within the log. Important metadata structures (such as the node identifier) are maintained in a file called `meta`. The `replication_checkpoint` and `recovery_checkpoint` structures indicate how many messages are replicated to followers so far and how many messages are flushed to disk so far, respectively. The replication offsets are updated by first writing to a temporary file (`repl_checkpoint_tmp`) and then renaming it to the final file.

**Behavior Analysis.** Figure 3.15 shows the behavior of Kafka when block corruptions and block errors are introduced into different structures. On read and write errors, Kafka mostly crashes. Figure 3.16 shows the scenario where Kafka can lose data and become unavailable for writes. When a log entry is corrupted on the leader, it locally ignores that entry and all subsequent entries in the log (first and second rows of local behavior...
### Local Behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corrupt</th>
<th>Errors</th>
<th>Corrupt</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>junk</td>
<td>zero</td>
<td>read</td>
<td>write</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Global Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corrupt</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>log.header</td>
<td>log.other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>index</td>
<td>meta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>recovery_checkpoint</td>
<td>repl_checkpoint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>repl_checkpoint_tmp</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

(i) **Workload: Read**

---

(ii) **Workload: Update**

---

#### Legend: Local Behavior
- ☑ No Detection/Recovery
- ☑ Partial Crash
- ☑ Log Error
- ☑ Crash
- ☑ Ignore Faulty Data
- ☑ Retry
- ☑ Internal Redundancy
- ☑ Not Applicable

#### Legend: Global Effect
- ☑ Corruption
- ☑ Data loss
- ☑ Unavailable
- ☑ Write Unavailable
- ☑ Read Unavailable
- ☑ Query Failure
- ☑ Reduced Redundancy
- ☑ Correct
- ☑ Not Applicable

---

**Figure 3.15: Kafka Behavior: Block Corruptions and Errors.** The figure shows system behavior in the presence of block corruptions and block errors.

boxes for both workloads in Figure 3.15), resulting in a data loss. The leader then instructs the followers to do the same. On receiving this instruction from the leader, the followers check whether the leader’s offset
is greater than their checkpointed offset. If this condition does not hold, the followers hit a fatal assertion and simply crash. Once the followers crash, the cluster becomes unavailable for writes (first and second rows of global effect for write workload).

We conducted another experiment where the corruption on the leader occurs before the followers checkpoint the message offsets to their recovery-offset-checkpoint file. If the followers have not checkpointed the entries (that have been truncated on the leader), they truncate the entries as instructed by the leader, leading to a silent permanent data loss. In this case, the followers continue to operate without crashing.

Corruption in index is fixed using internal redundancy (third row of local behavior for both workloads). Faults in the replication_checkpoint of the leader result in a data loss (sixth row of global effect for read workload) as the leader is unable to record the replication offsets of the followers. Kafka becomes unavailable when the leader cannot read or write replication_checkpoint and replication_checkpoint_tmp, respectively.

**Bit Corruptions.** Figure 3.17 shows the behavior of Kafka when bit corruptions are injected. On a bit flip in any field of the message log, the node truncates the corrupted message and all subsequent messages. If
Figure 3.17: **Kafka Behavior: Bit Corruptions.** *The figure shows system behavior when bit corruptions are injected during a read workload.*

this corruption occurs on the follower, the leader supplies the truncated messages to the followers. The same single bit flip on the leader leads to a silent data loss. A bit flip in the replication offsets sometimes causes a data loss.
3.3.5 RethinkDB

RethinkDB is a distributed database suited for pushing query results to real-time web applications [146]. RethinkDB uses the Raft consensus protocol to maintain cluster metadata. It relies on the underlying storage stack to handle data integrity and does not maintain checksums for user data.

On-disk Structures: RethinkDB uses a persistent B-tree to store all data. Transactions are stored at the leaf nodes of the tree; a transaction consists of three blocks: `db.transaction_head`, `db.transaction_body`, and `db.transaction_tail`. Metablocks in the B-tree point to the data blocks that constitute the current and the previous version of the database. On an update, new data blocks are first carefully written and flushed to disk. Then, the metablock with checksums is updated to point to the new data blocks, thus enabling atomic updates. The B-tree data blocks and the metablocks are part of a

Figure 3.18: RethinkDB On-disk Structures. The figure shows the on-disk format of the files and the logical data structures in RethinkDB.
### Local Behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corrupt</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>junk</td>
<td>zero read</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Global Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corrupt</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>junk</td>
<td>zero read</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- db.database_header
- db.internal_btree_nodes
- db.unused_metablocks
- db.transaction_head
- db.transaction_body
- db.transaction_tail
- db.metablock

#### (i) Workload: Read

#### (ii) Workload: Update

**Legend: Local Behavior**

- ☒ No Detection/Recovery
- ☑ Ignore Faulty Data
- ☐ Internal Redundancy
- ✗ Crash
- ○ Log Error
- ☐ Not Applicable

**Legend: Global Effect**

- ☐ Corrupt
- ☑ Write Unavailable
- ☑ Read Unavailable
- ☒ Data loss
- ☒ Query Failure
- ☒ Unavailable
- ☐ Reduced Redundancy
- ☐ Correct
- ☐ Not Applicable

Figure 3.19: **RethinkDB Behavior.** The figure shows system behavior when faults are injected in various on-disk logical structures.

Single database file, as shown in Figure 3.18.

**Behavior Analysis.** Figure 3.19 shows the behavior when block corruptions and block errors are introduced in RethinkDB. On any fault in database...
Figure 3.20: RethinkDB Data Loss. The figure shows the scenario where RethinkDB exhibits data loss due to a corruption.

header and internal B-tree nodes, RethinkDB simply crashes (first and second rows of local behavior for both workloads in Figure 3.19). If the leader crashes, a new leader is automatically elected. RethinkDB relies on the file system to ensure the integrity of data blocks; hence, it does not detect corruptions in the transaction body and tail (fifth and sixth rows of local behavior). When these blocks of the leader are corrupted, RethinkDB silently returns corrupted data (fifth and sixth rows of global effect for the leader).

Figure 3.20 depicts how data is silently lost when the transaction head or the metablock pointing to the transaction is corrupted on the leader (last row of global effect for the leader). Even though there are intact copies of the same data on the followers, the leader does not fix its corrupted or lost data, even when we perform the reads with the majority option. When the followers are corrupted, they are not fixed by contacting the leader. Although this does not lead to an immediate user-visible corruption or loss (because the leader’s data is the one finally returned), it does so when the corrupted follower becomes the leader in the future.
3.3.6 MongoDB

MongoDB is a popular document-oriented database that uses JSON-like documents [101]. MongoDB provides high availability using replica sets. It uses primary-backup replication with each replica set consisting of a primary and a set of secondaries. All writes and reads are done on the primary by default. When a primary fails, the replica set automatically elects its new primary. MongoDB supports multiple storage engines. For our experiments we use WiredTiger [105] as the storage engine.

**On-disk Structures:** Figure 3.21 shows the different on-disk files in MongoDB. When an item is inserted or updated, it is added to the journal and the in-memory database is updated. If the write operation specifies the option j as true, WiredTiger forces an fsync of the journal. WiredTiger uses multi-version concurrency control, and periodically a consistent view
of the in-memory data is checkpointed to the *collections* file and *index* file. A master *WiredTiger* file contains information on the latest checkpoint.
files. The storage engine information is stored in a `storage_bson` file.

**Behavior Analysis.** Figure 3.22 shows the results for block corruptions and block errors in MongoDB. MongoDB simply crashes on most errors, leading to reduced redundancy. A new leader is automatically elected if the current leader crashes. MongoDB employs checksums for all files; corruption in any block of any file causes a checksum mismatch and an eventual crash, resulting in reduced redundancy.

One exception to the above is when blocks other than journal header are corrupted. In this case, MongoDB detects and ignores the corrupted blocks (sixth row of local behavior in Figure 3.22); then, the corrupted node truncates its corrupted journal, descends to become a follower, and finally repairs its journal by contacting the leader. In a corner case where there are space errors while appending to the journal, queries fail (sixth row of global effect in Figure 3.22).

### 3.3.7 LogCabin

LogCabin provides a replicated and consistent data store that serves as a place for other distributed systems to maintain their core metadata such as configuration settings. LogCabin implements state machine replication and uses the Raft consensus protocol [92]. In LogCabin, all reads and writes go through the leader by default.

**On-disk Structures:** LogCabin implements a segmented log [153] to store data; each segment is a file on the file system. The format of a segment file is shown in Figure 3.23. There are two types of segment files—the `open` segment and the `closed` segment. The `open` segment is the current file to which data is appended. When the `open` segment is fully utilized, it is `closed` and a new segment is opened. Two metadata files (`metadata1` and `metadata2`) maintain the Raft metadata and information about the log. The metadata files are updated alternately; when a metadata file is par-
### Logical structures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>open_segment.header</td>
<td>segment header of an open segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>open_segment.other</td>
<td>blocks other than the header</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>closed_segment</td>
<td>all blocks of a closed segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metadata1</td>
<td>metadata file - first copy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metadata2</td>
<td>metadata file - second copy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Figure 3.23: **LogCabin On-disk Structures.** The figure shows the on-disk format of the files and the logical data structures in LogCabin.

Initially updated or corrupted, LogCabin uses the other metadata file that contains slightly older metadata.

**Behavior Analysis.** Figure 3.24 shows the behavior when block corruptions and block errors are introduced in LogCabin. LogCabin crashes on all read, write, and space errors. Similarly, if an open segment file header (first row in Figure 3.24) or blocks in a closed segment (third row in the figure) are corrupted, LogCabin simply crashes. LogCabin recognizes corruption in any other blocks in an open segment using checksums, and reacts by simply discarding and ignoring the corrupted entry and all subsequent entries in that segment (second row of local behavior). If a log pointer file is corrupted, LogCabin ignores that pointer file and uses the other pointer file (fourth and fifth rows of local behavior).

In the above two scenarios, the leader election protocol ensures that the corrupted node does not become the leader; the corrupted node becomes a follower and fixes its log by contacting the new leader. This en-
Figure 3.24: **LogCabin Behavior.** The figure shows system behavior when faults are injected in various on-disk logical structures.
points to the latest manifest information on sst files in the LSM tree block 0 of log file meta data blocks of log file meta data blocks of sst file remaining blocks of sst file

Figure 3.25: CockroachDB On-disk Structures. The figure shows the on-disk format of the files and the logical data structures in CockroachDB.

Figure 3.25: CockroachDB On-disk Structures. The figure shows the on-disk format of the files and the logical data structures in CockroachDB.

sures that in any fault scenario, LogCabin would not globally corrupt or lose user data. Although truncating the open segment does not result in a data loss in our experiments, it is possible for LogCabin to lose data in the presence of lagging nodes or data corruptions on more than one node, as shown by our follow-on work [10].

3.3.8 CockroachDB

CockroachDB is a distributed SQL database built atop a transactional and strongly-consistent key-value store. It is built to survive disk, machine, rack, and data-center failures. CockroachDB uses Raft and so as long as a majority of replicas remain available, the system can continue to make progress. It supports strongly-consistent ACID transactions and also provides an SQL-like query language [41].

On-disk Structures: Figure 3.25 shows the different on-disk files in CockroachDB. CockroachDB uses a tuned version of RocksDB for its local stor-
### Local Behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corrupt</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>junk</td>
<td>zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>write space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Global Effect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corrupt</th>
<th>Errors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>junk</td>
<td>zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>read</td>
<td>write space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(i) **Workload: Read**

(ii) **Workload: Update**

#### Legend: Local Behavior
- ☑️ No Detection/Recovery
- ☑️ Ignore Faulty Data
- ☐️ Internal Redundancy
- ❌ Crash
- ❌ Log Error
- ❌ Retry
- ❌ Not Applicable

#### Legend: Global Effect
- ❌ Corruption
- ○ Data loss
- ❌ Unavailable
- ○ Write Unavailable
- ○ Read Unavailable
- ❌ Query Failure
- ☐ Reduced Redundancy
- ☐ Correct
- ☐ Not Applicable

Figure 3.26: **CockroachDB Behavior.** The figure shows the system behavior when faults are injected in various on-disk logical structures.
age; the storage engine is an LSM tree that appends incoming data to a persistent log; the in-memory data is then periodically compacted to create the sst files. The manifest file lists the set of sst files that make up a particular level in the LSM tree and the current file points to the latest manifest.

**Behavior Analysis.** Figure 3.26 shows the results for block corruptions and block errors in CockroachDB. Most of the time, CockroachDB simply crashes on corruptions and errors on any data structure, resulting in reduced redundancy. Faults in the first block of the log file on the leader lead to total cluster unavailability as some followers also crash following the crash of the leader (third row of global effect). Corruptions and errors in a few other log metadata blocks can cause data loss where CockroachDB silently returns zero rows (fourth row of global effect). Corruptions in sst files cause queries to fail (fifth row of global effect) with error messages such as *table does not exist* or *db does not exist*. Overall, we found that CockroachDB has many problems in fault handling. However, the reliability may have improved in the later versions because CockroachDB was still under active development at the time of our experiments.

### 3.4 Observations across Systems

We now present a set of observations with respect to data integrity and error handling across all eight systems.

#### 3.4.1 Systems employ diverse data integrity strategies

Table 3.2 shows different strategies employed by modern distributed storage systems to ensure data integrity. As shown, systems employ an array of techniques to detect and recover from corruption. The table also shows the diversity across systems. On one end of the spectrum, there are sys-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Redis</th>
<th>ZooKeeper</th>
<th>Cassandra</th>
<th>Kafka</th>
<th>RethinkDB</th>
<th>MongoDB</th>
<th>LogCabin</th>
<th>CockroachDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Checksums</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Checksums</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background Scrubbing</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External Repair Tools</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapshot Redundancy</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>P*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P - applicable only for some on-disk structures; a - Adler32 checksum
* - only for certain amount of time; $ - unused when compression is off

Table 3.2: **Data Integrity Strategies.** The table shows techniques employed by modern systems to ensure data integrity of user-level application data.

Systems that try to protect against data corruption in the storage stack by using checksums (e.g., ZooKeeper, MongoDB, CockroachDB) while the other end of the spectrum includes systems that completely trust and rely upon the lower layers in the storage stack to handle data integrity problems (e.g., RethinkDB and Redis). Despite employing numerous data integrity strategies, all systems exhibit undesired behaviors.

Sometimes, seemingly unrelated configuration settings affect data integrity. For example, in Cassandra, checksums are verified only as a side effect of enabling compression. Due to this behavior, corruptions are not detected or fixed when compression is turned off, leading to user-visible silent corruption.

We also find that a few systems use inappropriate checksum algorithms. For example, ZooKeeper uses Adler32 which is suited only for error detection after decompression and can have collisions for very short strings [95]. In our experiments, we were able to inject corruptions that caused checksum collisions, driving ZooKeeper to serve corrupted data. We believe...
that it is not unreasonable to expect metadata stores like ZooKeeper to store small entities such as configuration settings reliably. In general, we believe that more care is needed to understand the robustness of possible checksum choices.

3.4.2 Faults are often undetected

We find that faults are often locally undetected. Sometimes, this leads to an immediate harmful global effect. For instance, in Redis, corruptions in the append-only file of the leader are undetected, leading to global silent corruption. Also, corruptions in the rdb of the leader are also undetected and, when sent to followers, cause them to crash, leading to unavailability. Similarly, in Cassandra, corruption of tablessst_data is undetected which leads to returning corrupted data to users and sometimes propagating it to intact replicas. Likewise, RethinkDB does not detect corruptions in the transaction head on the leader which leads to a global user-visible data loss. Similarly, corruption in the transaction body is undetected leading to global silent corruption. The same faults are undetected also on the followers; a global data loss or corruption is possible if a corrupted follower becomes the leader in future.

While some systems detect and react to faults purposefully, some react to faults only as a side effect. For instance, ZooKeeper, MongoDB, and LogCabin carefully detect and react to corruptions. On the other hand, Redis, Kafka, and RethinkDB sometimes react to a corruption only as a side effect of a failed deserialization.

3.4.3 Crashing is the most common reaction

We observe that crashing is the most common local reaction to faults (as is evident from the abundance of crash symbols in local behaviors of the figures in behavior analysis). Many systems do reliably detect faults (e.g.,
by using checksums for most of their on-disk data structures). However, in most cases, they simply crash on detecting a fault instead of using redundancy to recover from the fault, resulting in reduced redundancy.

Although crashing of a single node does not immediately affect cluster availability, total unavailability becomes imminent as other nodes also can fail subsequently. Also, workloads that require writing to or reading from all replicas will not succeed even if one node crashes. Moreover, since storage faults could be persistent, simply restarting does not help; the node would repeatedly crash until manual intervention fixes the underlying problem. However, such manual intervention can be often error-prone and cumbersome. We also observe that nodes are more prone to crashes on errors than corruptions.

We also observe that failed operations are rarely retried. While retries help in several cases where they are used, we observe that sometimes indefinitely retrying operations may lead to more problems. For instance, when ZooKeeper is unable to write new epoch information (to epoch_tmp) due to space errors, it deletes and creates a new file keeping the old file descriptor open. Since ZooKeeper blindly retries this sequence and given that space errors are sticky, the node soon runs out of descriptors and crashes, reducing availability.

Overall, although crashing may seem like a good strategy to employ, in a distributed system, there are opportunities to recover from local faults using other intact replicas.

### 3.4.4 Redundancy is underutilized

Contrary to the widespread expectation that redundancy in distributed systems can help recover from single faults, we observe that even a single error or corruption can cause adverse cluster-wide problems such as total unavailability, silent corruption, and loss or inaccessibility of inordinate amount of data. In many cases, almost all systems do not use redundancy
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structures</th>
<th>Fault Injected</th>
<th>Scope Affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Redis:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appendonlyfile.metadata</td>
<td>any</td>
<td>All#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>appendonlyfile.userdata</td>
<td>read, write errors</td>
<td>All#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cassandra:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tablesst_data.block_0</td>
<td>corruptions (junk)</td>
<td>First Entry$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tablesst_index</td>
<td>corruptions</td>
<td>STable#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schemasst.compressioninfo</td>
<td>corruptions, read error</td>
<td>Table#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schemasst_filter</td>
<td>corruptions, read error</td>
<td>Table#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>schemasst.statistics.0</td>
<td>corruptions, read error</td>
<td>Table#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kafka:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log.header</td>
<td>corruptions</td>
<td>Entire Log$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>log.other</td>
<td>corruptions, read error</td>
<td>Entire Log$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replication_checkpoint</td>
<td>corruptions, read error</td>
<td>All$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replication_checkpoint_tmp</td>
<td>write errors</td>
<td>All#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RethinkDB:</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db.transaction_head</td>
<td>corruptions</td>
<td>Transaction$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>db.metablock</td>
<td>corruptions</td>
<td>Transaction$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$-$ data loss  # - inaccessible * - starting from corrupted entry

Table 3.3: **Scope Affected.** The table shows the scope of data (third column) that becomes lost or inaccessible when only a small portion of data (first column) is faulty.

as a source of recovery; they miss opportunities to use other intact replicas for recovering. Notice that all the problems that we discover in our study are due to injecting only a single fault in a single node at a time. Given that the data and functionality are replicated, ideally, none of the undesirable behaviors should arise.

A few systems (MongoDB and LogCabin) automatically recover from some (not all) data corruptions by utilizing other replicas. Specifically, on encountering a corrupted entry, these systems locally ignore faulty data. Then, the leader election algorithm ensures that the node where a data item has been corrupted and hence ignored does not become the leader.
As a result, the corrupted node eventually recovers the corrupted data by fetching it from the current leader. In many situations, even these systems do not automatically recover by utilizing redundancy. For instance, Log-Cabin and MongoDB simply crash when closed segments or collections are corrupted, respectively.

We also find that an inordinate amount of data can be affected when only a small portion of data is faulty. Table 3.3 shows different scopes that are affected when a small portion of the data is faulty. The affected portions can be silently lost or become inaccessible. For example, in Redis, all user data can become inaccessible when metadata in the append-only file is faulty or when there are read and write errors in append-only file data. Similarly, in Cassandra, an entire table can become inaccessible when small portions of data are faulty. Kafka can sometimes lose an entire log or all entries starting from the corrupted entry until the end of the log. Re-thinkDB loses all the data updated as part of a transaction when a small portion of it is corrupted or when the metablock pointing to that transaction is corrupted.

In summary, we find that redundancy is not effectively used as a source of recovery and the general expectation that redundancy can help availability of functionality and data is not a reality.

3.4.5 Crash and corruption handling are entangled

We find that in many systems, the detection and recovery code does not try to distinguish two fundamentally distinct problems: crashes and data corruption.

Storage systems implement crash-consistent update protocols (i.e., even in the presence of crashes during an update, data should always be recoverable and should not be corrupted or lost) [22, 127, 129]. To do this, systems carefully order writes and use checksums to detect partially updated data or corruptions that can occur due to crashes.
A checksum mismatch for a piece of data can occur due to two distinct reasons. First, a *crash* could have occurred during the insertion of a data item and thus cause a checksum mismatch for the partially appended item. Second, a *storage corruption* can cause a checksum mismatch after the data has been successfully inserted. However, surprisingly, we find that most systems conflate these two cases: they always treat a checksum mismatch as a signal of a crash. On detecting a checksum mismatch due to corruption, all systems invariably run the crash recovery code (even if the corruption was not actually due to crash but rather due to a real corruption in the storage stack), ultimately leading to undesirable effects such as data loss.

We illustrate this problem by using Kafka as an example. Figure 3.27 shows how crash and corruption handling are entangled in Kafka. As shown, all incoming messages are checksummed and appended to the
message log. Figure 3.27(a) shows the case where a crash during the append of an message leaves that message partially updated, triggering a checksum mismatch during recovery. The recovery action that Kafka takes on a checksum mismatch is to truncate the message whose checksum mismatches and all subsequent messages. In this case, the mismatch is caused due to a partial update; hence, it is safe to truncate the message because the client has not been acknowledged of the update.

However, in contrast, consider the case shown in Figure 3.27(b); in this case, the second message has been successfully committed and the client has been acknowledged. Long after that, the disk block holding the first message gets corrupted, causing a checksum mismatch. However, the recovery code wrongly treats this corruption as a signal of a crash; hence, it truncates and loses committed messages 1 and 2. Since Kafka conflates the handling of a disk corruption and a corruption due to a crash, the node loses committed data. Similarly, ZooKeeper, on detecting a data corruption in log.transaction_tail, concludes that the system crashed during the last transaction commit, and truncates the log.

Another typical example of this problem is RethinkDB. RethinkDB does not use application-level checksums to handle corruption. However, it does use checksums for its metablocks to recover from crashes. Whenever a metablock is corrupted, RethinkDB detects the mismatch in metablock checksum and invokes its crash recovery code. The crash recovery code believes that the system crashed when the last transaction was committing. Consequently, it rolls back the committed and already-acknowledged transaction, leading to a data loss.

A few systems try to distinguish crashes from corruption. For example, LogCabin uses the following logic to do so: if a block in a closed segment (a segment that is full) is corrupted, it correctly flags that problem as a corruption and reacts by simply crashing. On the other hand, if a block in an open segment (still in use to persist transactions) is cor-
rupted, it detects it as a crash and invokes its usual crash recovery procedure. Similarly, MongoDB also differentiates corruptions in collections from journal corruptions in a similar fashion. Overall, even systems that attempt to discern crashes from corruption do not always do so correctly.

The problem of crash-corruption entanglement is not specific to distributed systems but also is applicable in any storage system that uses a log or a journal, and hence applicable to local file systems as well. We discovered later that file-system developers have encountered a bug in the ext4’s journaling layer related to how ext4 handles checksum mismatches [171]. If a transaction in the journal is corrupted, ext4 replays the corrupted transaction and worse, stops processing the journal at the corrupted transaction, discarding subsequent committed transactions. The discarding of committed data is similar to the crash-corruption entanglement problem we discover. However, the best course of action that a stand-alone file system can take is to notify the user of an error; on the other hand, in a distributed system, there are multiple copies to recover from.

There is an important consequence of entanglement of detection and recovery of crashes and corruptions. During corruption (crash) recovery, some systems *fetch an inordinate amount of data to fix the problem*. For instance, when a log entry is corrupted in LogCabin and MongoDB, they can fix the corrupted log by contacting other replicas. Unfortunately, they do so by ignoring the corrupted entry and *all subsequent entries* until the end of the log and subsequently fetching all the ignored data, instead of simply fetching only the corrupted entry. Similarly, Kafka followers also fetch additional data from the leader instead of only the corrupted entry.
3.4.6 Local fault handling and global protocols interact in unsafe ways

We find that local fault-handling behaviors and commonly used distributed protocols such as leader election, read repair [51], and re-synchronization interact in unsafe ways; such unsafe interaction leads to undesirable outcomes such as propagation of corruption or data loss.

For instance, in Kafka, the local fault-handling behavior on a corrupted node interacts unsafely with the leader election protocol, turning a local data loss on the node into a global data loss. Kafka maintains a piece of metadata that contains information about replicas that are in-sync called the in-sync-replicas (ISR); any node in this set is guaranteed to contain all the committed data and thus is eligible to become a leader. When a log entry is corrupted on a Kafka node, it ignores the current and all subsequent entries in the log and truncates the log until the last correct entry (as we discussed earlier). Ideally, now this node should not be part of the ISR because it has lost some committed log entries. However, this node is not removed from the ISR and is incorrectly elected the leader. Consequently, all further reads to the leader will result in a silent data loss. Kafka’s synchronization protocol mandates that the followers’ logs should match the leader’s log. Thus, the leader also instructs the followers to truncate the log; however, this triggers an assertion at followers, resulting in their crash. As a result, all future writes become unavailable (as shown earlier in Figure 3.16). To summarize, the unsafe interaction between local behavior (i.e., to truncate the log) and the global protocol (leader election) in Kafka leads to a data loss and write unavailability.

This behavior is in contrast with the leader election protocols of ZooKeeper, MongoDB, and LogCabin where a node that has truncated log entries cannot become the leader. In these systems, a node needs to collect votes from a majority of nodes (including itself) to become the leader. A candidate will be denied the vote if it is not up-to-date as the node that is giving
the vote. In our experiments, we replicate the data items on all the nodes. Therefore, a node that has truncated log entries and lost some data cannot get votes from any other node and hence is precluded from becoming the leader. However, follow-on work [10] has shown that such systems can still lose data in the presence of corruptions. In these systems, an update is considered committed if the update reaches at least a majority of nodes. Consider a scenario where an update reaches only a bare majority; other nodes have failed, are partitioned, or are operating slowly. Now, assume one of the nodes in the bare majority encounters a corruption and truncates its data; this node can now get votes from a majority: from itself and the other nodes that have not seen the update. Once the faulty node is elected the leader, other nodes will follow the leader and truncate their logs, resulting in a global data loss.

Read-repair protocols are used in Dynamo-style quorum systems to fix any replica that has stale data. On a read request, the coordinator collects the digest of the data being read from a configured number of replicas. If all digests match, then the local data from the coordinator is simply returned. If the digests do not match, an internal conflict-resolution policy is applied, and the resolved value is installed on replicas. In Cassandra, which implements read repair, the conflict resolution resolves to the lexically greater value. When a node in Cassandra is corrupted, the corruption is not detected. If the corrupted bytes are lexically greater than the original value, the corrupted value is propagated to all other intact replicas.

Similarly, in Redis, when a data item is corrupted on the leader, it is not detected. Subsequently, the re-synchronization protocol propagates the corrupted data to the followers from the leader, overriding the correct version of data present on the followers.

To avoid these problems, an ideal system must carefully take into account how the local behaviors of a faulty node interact with the global


Table 3.4: Outcomes Summary. The table shows the summary of our results. It shows the catastrophic outcomes caused by a single storage fault across all systems we studied. A cross mark for a system denotes that we encountered at least one instance of the outcome specified on the left.

distributed protocols.

3.4.7 Results Summary

We now summarize our behavior analysis results. Table 3.4 summarizes the catastrophic outcomes across all distributed storage systems that we studied. The table shows that redundancy does not provide fault tolerance in many systems: a single storage fault on one node leads to undesirable outcomes such as silent user-visible corruption, unavailability, data loss, query failures, or reduced redundancy. Ideally, none of these problems should arise since we inject only a single storage fault on a single node in the system at a time.

Table 3.5 shows the fundamental root causes in storage fault handling that result in undesirable behaviors. As shown, these fundamental problems are common across all systems. First, in many systems, faults are often locally undetected. Even if faults are detected, the most common local reaction is to crash the node. All systems miss opportunities to use
Table 3.5: **Observations Summary.** The table shows the summary of fundamental problems observed across all systems. A cross mark for a system denotes that we observed at least one instance of the fundamental problem mentioned on the left.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fundamental Problem</th>
<th>Redis</th>
<th>ZooKeeper</th>
<th>Kafka</th>
<th>RethinkDB</th>
<th>MongoDB</th>
<th>LogCabin</th>
<th>CockroachDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Locally Undetected Faults</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crashing on Faults</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redundancy Underutilized</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crash Corruption Entangled</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsafe Protocol Interaction</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

redundancy as a source of recovery from local storage faults. We also find that crash and corruption handling are entangled in many systems. Finally, local fault-handling behaviors and global protocols interact in unsafe ways, leading to catastrophic outcomes.

### 3.5 File System Implications

We now discuss features of current file systems that can impact the problems we found. All the bugs that we find can occur on XFS and all ext file systems including ext4, the default Linux file system. Given that these file systems are commonly used as local file systems in replicas of large distributed storage deployments and recommended by developers [99, 113, 131, 152], our findings have important implications for such real-world deployments.

File systems such as btrfs and ZFS employ checksums for user data; on detecting a corruption, they return an error instead of letting applications silently access corrupted data. Hence, bugs that occur due to an injected
block corruption will not manifest on these file systems. We also find that applications that use end-to-end checksums when deployed on such file systems, surprisingly, lead to poor interactions. Specifically, applications crash more often due to errors than corruptions. In the case of corruption, a few applications (e.g., LogCabin, ZooKeeper) can use checksums and redundancy to recover, leading to correct behavior; however, when the corruption is transformed into an error, these applications crash, resulting in reduced availability.

3.6 Developer Interaction

We contacted the developers of the systems regarding the behaviors we found. RethinkDB and Redis rely on the underlying storage layers to ensure data integrity [141, 142]. The RethinkDB developers intend to change the design to include application-level checksums in the future and have updated the documentation to reflect the bugs we reported [144, 145] until this is fixed. They also confirmed the entanglement between corruption and crash handling [147].

The write-unavailability bug in ZooKeeper discovered by Cords was encountered by real-world users and has been fixed [188, 190]. The ZooKeeper developers mentioned that crashing on detecting corruption was not a conscious design decision [189]. The LogCabin developers also confirmed the entanglement between corruption and crash handling in open segments; they added that it is hard to distinguish a partial write from corruption in open segments [93]. The developers of CockroachDB and Kafka have also responded to our bug reports [42, 43, 78].
3.7 Discussion

We now discuss why modern distributed storage systems are not tolerant of single storage faults and how the problems we find can be fixed.

In a few systems (e.g., RethinkDB and Redis), we find that the primary reason is that they expect the underlying storage stack layers to reliably store data. As more deployments move to the cloud that use inexpensive storage hardware, reliable data storage might not be the reality; storage systems need to employ end-to-end integrity strategies. Lessons from building large-scale Internet services [50] also emphasize how higher layer software should provide reliability. The case for such end-to-end data integrity and error handling can also be found in the classical end-to-end arguments in system design [154].

As others have pointed out [27, 126, 127, 184], recovery code is rarely well tested, often contributing to undesirable behaviors. Similarly, although many distributed systems we study employ checksums and other resiliency techniques, recovery code that exercises such machinery is not carefully tested. We suggest that future distributed systems need to rigorously test failure recovery code using fault injection frameworks such as ours.

Third, although a body of research work [54, 155, 159, 161, 178] and enterprise storage systems [98, 122, 123] provide software guidelines to tackle partial faults, such wisdom has not filtered down to commodity distributed storage systems.

Next, while other failure models such as crash faults, network partitions, and Byzantine faults have been well studied and a vast body of work [34, 77, 81, 85, 86, 90, 117, 120] exists on how to tolerate such faults, we believe that only scant attention has been paid to problems that arise at the local storage layer in distributed storage systems. Our findings and other recent work on storage faults in distributed systems [10, 166] are initial steps in the direction to building distributed systems that tolerate
practical faults (such as storage faults) other than the traditional failure modes.

Finally, although redundancy is effectively used to provide improved availability, it remains underutilized as a source of recovery from file-system and other partial faults. To recover from storage faults, redundancy must be effectively utilized. First, the on-disk data structures have to be carefully designed so that corrupted or inaccessible parts of data can be identified. Next, corruption recovery has to be decoupled from crash recovery to fix only the corrupted or inaccessible portions of data; differentiated handling of corruptions due to crashes and other corruptions can avoid many problems. Sometimes, recovering the corrupted data might be impossible if the intact replicas are not reachable. In such cases, the outcome should be defined by design rather than left as an implementation detail. Finally, local fault-handling behavior has global implications for distributed systems. Distributed storage system developers need to understand this interaction carefully for providing improved reliability.

A few lessons from this study have proved instrumental to building new distributed systems that correctly recover from storage faults [10] (our follow-on work, not part of this thesis).

3.8 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we analyzed the durability of distributed storage systems in the presence of storage faults. We presented Cords, a tool that can systematically inject storage faults into distributed systems using which we studied eight popular systems. Our analysis revealed that tolerance of storage faults is not ingrained in modern distributed storage systems. Most systems are not equipped to effectively use redundancy across replicas to recover from local storage faults; user-visible problems such as data loss, corruption, and unavailability can manifest due to a single local stor-
age fault. Our analysis also revealed some fundamental problems in storage fault handling prevalent across many systems that lead to the above outcomes.

More broadly, even the seemingly obvious things that we take for granted in distributed systems such as *redundancy will provide fault tolerance* is not the reality in modern distributed storage systems. As these systems are emerging as the primary choice for storing critical user data, carefully designing them for all types of faults is important.

In the world of layered storage stacks that run on commodity hardware, faults are the norm, not the exception; therefore, these systems need to detect such faults carefully. Moreover, in a distributed system, several unavoidable cases such as power faults and network failures can cause nodes to be unavailable. In cases where automatic recovery is possible, simply crashing is not the optimal behavior; redundancy must be effectively utilized to recover from faults. Our testing framework, system-specific workloads, and the problems we discovered are publicly available [1].
Building a Stronger and Efficient Durability Primitive

In the previous chapter, we studied how even after the data has been made durable, storage faults in the local storage stack can affect the durability in distributed storage systems. In this chapter, we shift our focus and examine how a distributed system makes data durable in the first place. We refer to the set of actions a system takes to make data durable as its durability model. In particular, durability models describe how data is replicated and persisted across machines and the guarantees for data safety a system offers in the presence of failures. The durability model of a system strongly influences what consistency model the system can provide and how good it can perform.

However, despite this importance, this key design decision in distributed storage systems has received relatively scant attention. Therefore, in the first part of this chapter, we study existing systems on how they make data durable. We find that two durability models are popular and most systems use either one of them.

At one extreme is immediate durability, in which a system only returns from a write when the data has been replicated and persisted to the storage device on many nodes. At the other extreme is eventual durability where a system acknowledges a write after buffering it in just the memory of one or a few nodes; replication and persistence are orchestrated
in the background, eventually making the data durable. Our analysis reveals that neither of these approaches is ideal. While immediate durability enables strong consistency, it only offers poor performance; eventual durability, in contrast, delivers high performance, but it can only enable weak consistency.

To resolve this tension, in the second part of this chapter, we introduce consistency-aware durability (CAD), a new approach to durability in a distributed storage system. The key idea behind CAD is to shift the point of durability from writes to reads. CAD delays durability upon writes, achieving high performance. Because what clients observe on reads is important for consistency models, CAD guarantees that data items are durable before serving out reads; this enables CAD to realize stronger consistency models atop it. In the next chapter, we show how cross-client monotonic reads, a strong consistency property can be realized upon CAD.

We implement CAD for leader-based majority systems by modifying ZooKeeper [16]. Our experiments show that ZooKeeper with CAD is significantly faster than immediately durable ZooKeeper while approximating the performance of eventually durable ZooKeeper for many workloads. This chapter is based on parts of the paper, Strong and Efficient Consistency with Consistency-Aware Durability, published in FAST 20 [60].

This chapter is organized as follows. We first present the different durability models and analyze how the system’s durability model determines its performance and consistency guarantees (§4.1). We then describe the ideas behind the new durability model, CAD (§4.2). Next, we describe the design (§4.3) and implementation (§4.4) of CAD for leader-based majority systems. Next, we present our evaluation (§4.5). We then describe our implementation and evaluation of CAD for a different system, Redis (§4.6). We next discuss how CAD can be beneficial for current deployments, how it can be implemented in other classes of systems, and benefits of CAD even with the advent of fast storage devices (§4.7). Finally,
we summarize and conclude (§4.8).

4.1 Durability Models

A durability model describes how writes are replicated and persisted across nodes in a distributed system and what guarantees for data safety the system offers in the presence of failures. In this section, we discuss the immediate and eventual durability models and analyze how the system’s durability model determines its performance and consistency guarantees. We perform this analysis for leader-based majority systems (e.g., ZooKeeper).

4.1.1 Immediate Durability

A system that employs immediate durability replicates and persists data on many nodes before clients are acknowledged. For example, in majority-based systems (such as ZooKeeper, LogCabin, and etcd [16, 53, 87, 92, 120]), upon a write, the leader synchronously replicates the data on a majority, and the nodes synchronously flush the data to disk (e.g., using fsync) before acknowledging clients.

By persisting data on many nodes, immediately durable systems offer strong durability guarantees: all acknowledged data can be recovered even when many or all replicas crash and recover. Given that majority-based systems remain available only when at least a majority nodes are alive, at least one node at any time will contain all committed data on its disk, and so clients will never see any data loss.

However, such strong durability comes at the cost of performance; specifically, synchronous replication and persistence incur large overheads. To highlight these overheads, we conduct a simple experiment with Redis on a five-node cluster. The replicas are located in a single data center and use SSDs for persistence. We perform a write-only workload with eight
Table 4.1: **Immediate Durability Costs.** *The table shows the overheads of synchronous operations in Redis. The arrows show the throughput drop compared to the fully asynchronous configuration.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Throughput (ops/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>async async</td>
<td>24215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sync async</td>
<td>9889 (2.4×↓)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sync sync</td>
<td>2345 (10.3×↓)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

clients where each client sends write requests to the leader in a closed loop; the leader then forwards the requests to the followers. We first configure Redis to be immediately durable where both replication and persistence are performed synchronously; at least three replicas must persist the data in the critical path of writes before acknowledgment. We enable synchronous replication and persistence in Redis by setting `wait` [139] to two and `appendfsync` [136] to always. We then compare the performance of this synchronous configuration with two different asynchronous configurations of Redis: synchronous replication and asynchronous persistence where data is replicated on a majority but not persisted on the disks, and asynchronous replication and asynchronous persistence where data is just buffered in the memory of the leader before acknowledgment.

Table 4.1 shows the results. As shown, when configured to replicate and persist synchronously to a majority (last row of the table), Redis is 10.3× slower than the fully asynchronous configuration (first row of the table) in which writes are buffered on one node’s memory. The difference is much more pronounced if the replicas are in different data centers. To demonstrate this, we run a similar experiment but with replicas distributed across three data centers and with no data center having a majority; the clients are located in the same data center as the leader. In such a setting, immediately durable Redis is 94× slower than the fully
asynchronous configuration (last column in Table 4.1). While batching concurrent requests may improve throughput in some systems, immediate durability fundamentally suffers from high latency.

4.1.2 Eventual Durability

Given the cost of immediate durability, many deployments prefer weak, asynchronous configurations where writes are just replicated to one or a few nodes before acknowledging the client. The system then lazily replicates and persists in the background, eventually making writes durable. We refer to this durability model as eventual durability. Asynchronous operations enable the system to provide good performance; however, writes can be lost if failures arise before the system can make the data durable. However, given the performance benefits, many popular systems like Redis and MongoDB [104, 136, 137] use asynchronous configurations by default.

Most systems use two distinct kinds of eventual-durability configurations. In the first kind, the system performs both replication and persistence in an asynchronous fashion; for example, Redis, in its default configuration, buffers updates on one node’s memory before acknowledgment. In the second kind, the system synchronously replicates, but persists data asynchronously; for instance, disabling the forceSync flag [17] in ZooKeeper achieves this effect and Redis can also be configured this way.

Asynchronous Persistence. As mentioned above, a few systems replicate synchronously but persist asynchronously: the nodes do not flush the data to disk before acknowledgment. Disabling synchronous persistence considerably boosts performance for single-data-center deployments, tempting practitioners to do so [55, 125]. For instance, as shown in Table 4.1, Redis with asynchronous persistence is $4.2 \times (9989/2345)$ faster than the synchronous version. When replicas are located in multiple data
centers, using asynchrony only in persistence does not offer higher performance than the synchronous configuration. This is because network round-trip latency between data centers are much higher than the time taken to persist data on SSDs. However, if the replicas run on slow HDDs, turning off persistence in the synchronous path might be beneficial even in geo-distributed settings.

With asynchronous persistence, however, the system may arbitrarily lose data although the data is replicated in memory. Surprisingly, such cases can occur although data is replicated in memory of many nodes and when just one node crashes at an inopportune moment. Consider ZooKeeper with asynchronous persistence as shown in Figure 4.1. At first, a majority of nodes ($S_1$, $S_2$, and $S_3$) have committed an item $b$, buffering it in memory; two nodes ($S_4$ and $S_5$) are operating slowly and so have not seen $b$. When a node in the majority ($S_3$) crashes and recovers, it loses $b$. $S_3$ then forms a majority with nodes that have not seen $b$ yet and gets elected the leader. The system has thus silently lost the committed item $b$ and so a client that previously read a state containing items $a$ and $b$ will now notice an older state containing only $a$ and that $b$ has been lost by the
The intact copies on $S_1$ and $S_2$ are also replaced by the new leader because followers always follow the leader’s state in many systems [120].

Data-loss instances with asynchronous persistence similar to the one shown in Figure 4.1 can be avoided if the system uses a recovery protocol like in Viewstamped Replication [90]. In such an approach, a node that has lost its data because of a crash is marked to be in a *recovering* state; such a node is precluded from participating in leader election and normal operations until it can recover its lost data by contacting a majority of nodes. By running such a recovery protocol, this approach prevents a silent data loss. However, practical systems do not employ such a strategy. Moreover, such solutions affect availability in some scenarios; for example, when a majority of nodes crash at the same time, the system will remain unavailable even after all nodes have recovered from the crash. One way to fix this problem would be to have an administrator do a repair after such failures [72]. However, such manual intervention can be error-prone; the system can *arbitrarily* lose data items that have been read by clients before the failure.

**Figure 4.2: Asynchronous Replication and Asynchronous Persistence.**
The figure shows how an arbitrary data loss can occur upon failures with systems that replicate and persist asynchronously.


Asynchronous Replication and Asynchronous Persistence. Fully asynchronous systems, upon a write, simply buffer the data on the leader’s memory, achieving high performance. However, such systems provide weak durability: they may lose data arbitrarily.

Consider the scenario shown in Figure 4.2. The leader ($S_1$) has acknowledged a client of item $b$ after buffering it only in its memory. Assume, the leader fails before it can replicate the update and a few clients read the buffered item $b$ from the leader. Once the leader fails, the other nodes (that do not have any knowledge of $b$) elect a new leader among themselves and the clients will now observe that the system has lost item $b$. The data is lost forever when the new leader overwrites the data on the old leader when it recovers.

4.1.3 Consistency and Durability

We now discuss how durability models affect consistency. Immediate durability, in addition to ensuring that the data will never be lost, acts as a foundation upon which strong consistency can be realized. For example, consider linearizability, the strongest guarantee a replicated system can provide. A linearizable system offers two properties upon reads. First, it prevents clients from seeing non-monotonic states: the system will not serve a client an updated state at one point and subsequently serve an older state to any client. Second, a read is guaranteed to see the latest update: stale data is never exposed. However, to provide such strong guarantees on reads, a linearizable system must pay the cost of immediate durability during write operations [87]. For example, majority-based linearizable systems synchronously persist data on a majority before acknowledgment [120]. Upon a synchronously durable foundation, these systems use additional mechanisms to ensure linearizability [87]. For example, in addition to using immediate durability, many practical linearizable systems restrict reads to the leader [80, 92, 108, 119].
Given that immediate durability is expensive, many systems adopt eventual durability; however, by doing so, these systems settle for weaker consistency. As we discussed earlier, eventual durability can lead to arbitrary loss of data. Upon such a weakly durable substrate, it is hard (if not impossible) to realize strong consistency. For example, consider the above two properties of strong consistency: clients can never see stale or out-of-order data. A weakly durable system violates these two properties. Data-loss instances as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.1 naturally expose stale and out-of-order states: clients may read a state that contains items \(a\) and \(b\) before the failure and later notice the state contains only \(a\).

In essence, systems built upon eventual durability cannot realize strong consistency properties in the presence of failures. Such systems can serve a newer state before the failure but an older one after recovery, exposing non-monotonic reads.

Only models weaker than linearizability such as causal consistency can be built atop eventual durability; such models offer monotonic reads only in the absence of failures and within a single client session. If the server to which the client is connected crashes and recovers, the client has to establish a new session in which it may see a state older than what it saw in its previous session [96].

### 4.2 Consistency-aware Durability: A New Durability Primitive

To summarize our discussion thus far, immediate durability enables strong consistency but is prohibitively expensive. Eventual durability offers high performance, but only weak consistency can be built upon it. Given this, we ask the following question: *is it possible to rethink the durability layer to achieve both strong consistency and high performance?*
We first note that to provide high performance the system cannot employ synchronous writes because replicating and persisting on many nodes in the critical path of writes is simply too slow. Second, we realize that what clients observe upon reads is important for most consistency models. Based on these two insights, we rethink the durability layer and propose consistency-aware durability or CAD, a new durability primitive.

The main idea underlying CAD is read-triggered durability: i.e., durability is guaranteed upon reads not writes. Similar to eventual durability, CAD allows writes to be completed asynchronously. The writes are just buffered in the memory of one node and immediately acknowledged; replication and persistence happen in the background. However, unlike eventual durability, CAD enforces durability upon reads: if a non-durable data item is read, CAD makes the item durable by synchronously replicating and persisting the item before serving the read. This ensures that data that has been read by a client is not lost and thus prevents out-of-order states.

CAD does not always incur the cost of synchronous operations when data is read. First, for many workloads, CAD can make the data durable in the background well before applications read it. Further, only the first read to non-durable data triggers synchronous replication and persistence; subsequent reads are fast. Thus, in the common case, when clients do not read data immediately after writing (which is natural for many workloads), CAD can realize the high performance of eventual durability. In the case where clients do read data immediately after writing, CAD incurs overheads but ensures durability of data that has been read by clients.

In summary, by delaying the durability of writes, CAD achieves high performance. However, by ensuring that the data is durable before it is read, CAD enables building of stronger consistency models upon it. In the next chapter, we show how one such stronger consistency property
that we call cross-client monotonic reads can be realized atop Cad and also discuss the utility of the new consistency guarantee.

An important aspect of Cad is that it does not offer complete freedom from data loss. Cad may lose updates if failures arise before the updates are read. Therefore, Cad is not a replacement for applications that require immediate durability. However, many systems do not use immediate durability and currently adopt eventual durability, thereby settling for weaker guarantees. Cad offers a way for these systems to realize better guarantees without forgoing performance.

4.3 CAD Design

We now describe how we design consistency-aware durability for leader-based majority systems. We first provide a brief overview of leader-based systems (§4.3.1) and outline Cad’s failure model and guarantees (§5.3.1). We then describe the update path (§4.3.3) and Cad’s state durability guarantee (§4.3.4). We then describe Cad’s mechanisms to ensure durability on reads (§4.3.5 and §4.3.6). We finally discuss Cad’s correctness (§4.3.7).

4.3.1 Leader-based Majority Systems

As discussed earlier (in §2.3), in leader-based systems (such as ZooKeeper), all updates flow through the leader which establishes a single order of updates by storing them in a log and then replicating them to the followers [71, 120]. The leader is associated with an epoch: a slice of time, in which at most one leader can exist [19, 120]. Each update is uniquely identified by the epoch in which it was appended and its position in the log. The leader constantly sends heartbeats to the followers; if the followers do not hear from the leader for a while, they elect a new leader.

With immediate durability, the leader acknowledges an update only after a majority of replicas (i.e., $\lceil n/2 \rceil + 1$ nodes in a $n$-node system) have
persisted the update. With eventual durability, updates are either buffered in memory on just the leader (asynchronous replication and persistence) or a majority of nodes (asynchronous persistence) before acknowledgment.

### 4.3.2 Failure Model and Guarantees

Similar to many majority-based systems, Cad intends to tolerate only fail-recover failures, not Byzantine failures [86]. In the fail-recover model, nodes may fail at any time and recover at a later point. Nodes fail in two ways; first, they could crash (e.g., due to power failures); second, they may get partitioned due to network failures. When a node recovers from a crash, it loses its volatile state and is left only with its on-disk state. During partitions, a node’s volatile state remains intact, but it may not have seen data that the other nodes have.

**Guarantees.** Cad preserves the properties of a leader-based system that uses eventual durability; it does not prevent absolute data loss. For example, if failures arise after writing the data but before reading it, Cad may lose a few recent updates and thus subsequent reads can get an older state. However, Cad guarantees that data that has been read by applications can be recovered under all failure scenarios (e.g., even if all replicas crash and recover). Further, Cad maintains a single order of updates similar to leader-based majority systems. Therefore, Cad guarantees that all updates up to the latest item that was read remain durable and are not lost upon failures. Majority-based systems remain available as long as a majority of nodes are functional [20, 120]; Cad ensures the same level of availability.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(i) Baseline: async replication and persistence</th>
<th>b is acked</th>
<th>background replication and persistence</th>
<th>b is durable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>write(b)</td>
<td>$S_1^L$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ack</td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_3$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_4$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_5$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(ii) Baseline: async persistence</th>
<th>b is acked</th>
<th>background replication and persistence</th>
<th>b is durable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>write(b)</td>
<td>$S_1^L$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ack</td>
<td>$S_2$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_3$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_4$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$S_5$</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3: **Cad Update Path.** The figure shows the update path in Cad. Data items that are durable are shown in grey boxes. In (i), the baseline performs both replication and persistence asynchronously; in (ii), the baseline synchronously replicates but persists lazily in the background. When a client writes item b, the write is acknowledged before b is made durable similar to the baselines. Cad then makes b durable in the background by replicating and persisting b on other nodes asynchronously.

### 4.3.3 Update Path

In the rest of this section, we use eventual durability as the baseline to highlight how Cad is different from it. Cad aims to perform similarly to this baseline but provides better guarantees. We now provide intuition about how Cad works and explain its mechanisms.

Cad preserves the update path of the baseline eventual system as it
aims to provide the same performance during writes. Thus, if the baseline employs asynchronous replication and persistence, then \texttt{CAD} also performs both replication and persistence asynchronously, buffering the data in the memory of the leader as shown in Figure 4.3(i). Similarly, if the baseline synchronously replicates but asynchronously persists, then \texttt{CAD} also does the same upon writes as shown in Figure 4.3(ii). While preserving the update path, in \texttt{CAD}, the leader keeps replicating updates in the background and the nodes flush to disk periodically.

### 4.3.4 State Durability Guarantee

When a read for an item $i$ is served, \texttt{CAD} guarantees that the \textit{entire state} (i.e., writes even to other items) up to the last update that modifies $i$ are durable. For example, consider a log such as $[a, b_1, c, b_2, d]$; each entry denotes a (non-durable) update to an item, and the subscript shows how many updates are done to a particular item. When item $b$ is read, \texttt{CAD} guarantees that all updates at least up to $b_2$ are made durable before serving $b$. \texttt{CAD} makes the entire state durable instead of just the item because it aims to preserve the update order established by the leader (as done by the base system).

\texttt{CAD} considers the state to be durable when it can recover the data after any failures including cases where all replicas crash and recover and in all successive views of the cluster. Majority-based systems require at least a majority of nodes to form a new view (i.e., elect a leader) and provide service to clients. Thus, if \texttt{CAD} safely persists data on at least a majority of nodes, then at least one node in any majority even after failures will have all the data that has been made durable (i.e., that was read by the clients) and thus will survive into the new view. Therefore, \texttt{CAD} considers data to be durable when it is persisted on the disks of at least a majority of nodes.
4.3.5 Handling Reads: Durability Check

We now discuss how CAD handles reads; we use Figure 4.4 to do so. When a read request for an item i arrives at a node, the node can immediately serve i from its memory if all updates to i are already durable (e.g., Figure 4.4, read of item a); otherwise, the node must take additional steps to make the data durable. As a result, the node first needs to be able to determine if all updates to i have been made durable or not.

A naive way to perform this check would be to maintain for each item how many nodes have persisted the item; if at least a majority of nodes have persisted an item, then the system can serve it. A shortcoming of this approach is that the followers must inform the leader the set of items they have persisted in each response, and the leader must update the counts for all items in the set on every acknowledgment.

CAD simplifies this procedure by exploiting the ordering of updates established by the leader. Such ordering is an attribute common to many majority-based systems; for example, the ZooKeeper leader stamps each update with a monotonically increasing epoch-counter pair before appending it to the log [18]. In CAD, with every response, the followers send the leader only a single index called the persisted-index which is the epoch-counter of the last update they have written to disk. The leader also maintains only a single index called the durable-index which is the index up to which at least a majority of nodes have persisted; the leader calculates the durable-index by finding the highest persisted-index among at least a majority (including self).

When a read for an item i arrives at the leader, it compares the update-index of i (the epoch-counter of the latest update that modifies i) against the system’s durable-index. If the durable-index is greater\(^*\) than the update-index, then all updates to i are already durable and so the leader serves i

\[^*\text{An index } a \text{ is greater than index } b \text{ if } (a.\text{epoch} > b.\text{epoch}) \text{ or } (a.\text{epoch} == b.\text{epoch} \text{ and } a.\text{counter} > b.\text{counter}).\]
Figure 4.4: **CAD Durability Check.** The figure shows how CAD works. Data items shown in grey are durable. In (i), the baseline is fully asynchronous; in (ii), the baseline synchronously replicates but asynchronously persists. At first, when item a is durable, read(a) passes the durability check. Items b and c are not yet durable. The check for read(b) fails; hence, the leader makes the state durable after which it serves b.

immediately; otherwise, the leader takes additional steps (described next) to make the data durable.

The leader also periodically (via the heartbeats and replication requests) informs the followers of the durable-index. If the read arrives at a follower, it performs the same durability check (using the durable-index sent
by the leader. If the durability check passes, the follower serves the read; otherwise, it redirects the request to the leader which then makes the data durable as we describe next. Note that the durable-index might be lagging in the followers when compared to the leader. If the durable-index is stale, then the follower might consider a durable item to be non-durable and redirect that request to the leader. Therefore, this staleness does not affect the correctness of CAD.

An alternative to read-triggered durability while still ensuring only durable items are read would be to maintain two versions for each item: a durable version and a non-durable one. The system would then only serve durable versions on reads. One shortcoming of this approach is that the system needs to maintain two versions for each data item, resulting in space overheads. More importantly, the alternative approach also increases the amount of stale data that the system exposes compared to the baseline (eventually durable system). For example, if a read arrives at a node that already has the latest data, the read would see the latest data in the baseline. However, if CAD maintains two versions for each item and serves a durable version that is stale, it would increase the staleness exposed by CAD. Our goal is to improve the guarantees over the baseline; therefore, we chose to reject this design and use read-triggered durability instead which we describe next.

### 4.3.6 Read-triggered Durability

If the durability check fails, \( \text{CAD} \) needs to make the state (up to the latest update to the item being read) synchronously durable before serving the read. The leader treats the read for which the check fails specially. First, the leader synchronously replicates all updates up to the update-index of the item being read if these updates have not yet been replicated. The leader also informs the followers that they must flush their logs to disk before responding to this request.
When the followers receive such a request, they synchronously append the updates and flush the log to disk and respond. During such a flush, all previous writes buffered are also written to disk, ensuring that the entire state up to the latest update to the item being read is durable. Fortunately, the periodic background flushes reduce the amount of data that needs to be written during such foreground flushes. The persisted-index reported by a node as a response to this request is at least as high as the update-index of the item. When the flush finishes on a majority, the durable-index will be updated, and thus the data item can be served. The second column of Figure 4.4 shows how this procedure works. As shown, the durability check fails when item \( b \) is read; the nodes thus flush all updates up to index 2 and so the durability-index advances; the item is then served.

As an optimization, \( \text{CAD} \) also persists writes that are after the last update to the item being read. Consider the log \([a, b, c]\) in Figure 4.4; when a client reads \( b \), the durability check fails. Now, although it is enough to persist entries up to \( b \), \( \text{CAD} \) also flushes update \( c \), obviating future synchronous flushes when \( c \) is read as shown in the last column of the figure.

To summarize, \( \text{CAD} \) makes data durable upon reads and so guarantees that state that has been read will never be lost even if servers crash and recover.

### 4.3.7 Correctness

For correctness, \( \text{CAD} \) must always recover state up to the last update that was read by clients. As long as the current leader is functional, the leader ensures that the data is persisted on at least a majority before serving reads. However, \( \text{CAD} \) must be careful about how it recovers state when the current leader fails.

When the current leader fails, \( \text{CAD} \) must ensure that latest state that was read by clients survives into the new view. We argue that this is
ensured by how elections work in Cad (and in many majority-based systems). Let us suppose that the latest read has seen state up to index L. When the leader fails and subsequently a new view is formed, the system must recover all entries at least up to L for correctness; if not, an older state may be returned in the new view. The followers, on a leader failure, become candidates and compete to become the next leader. A candidate must get votes from at least a majority (may include self) to become the leader. When requesting votes, a candidate specifies the index of the last entry in its log. A responding node compares the incoming index (P) against the index of the last entry in its own log (Q). If the node has more up-to-date data in its log than the candidate (i.e., Q > P), then the node does not give its vote to the candidate. This is a property ensured by many majority-based systems [12, 19, 120] which Cad preserves.

Because Cad persists the data on at least a majority before serving reads, at least one node in any majority will contain state up to L on its disk. Thus, only a candidate that has entries at least up to L can get votes from a majority and become the leader. In the new view, the nodes follow the new leader’s state. Given that the leader is guaranteed to have entries at least up to L, all data that have been served so far will survive into the new view, thus ensuring that clients will always be able to read what they read previously.

### 4.4 Implementation

We have built Cad by modifying ZooKeeper (v3.4.12). We have two baselines. First, ZooKeeper with synchronous replication but asynchronous persistence (i.e., ZooKeeper with forceSync disabled). Second, ZooKeeper with asynchronous replication; we modified ZooKeeper to obtain this baseline.

In ZooKeeper, write operations either create new key-value pairs or
update existing ones. As we discussed, Cad follows the same code path of the baseline for these operations. In addition, Cad replicates and persists updates constantly in the background. Read operations return the value for a given key. On a read, Cad performs the durability check (by comparing the key’s update-index against the system’s durable-index) and enforces durability if required.

Cad incurs little metadata overheads compared to unmodified ZooKeeper to perform the durability check. Specifically, ZooKeeper already maintains the last-updated index for every item (as part of the item itself [21]) which Cad reuses. Thus, Cad needs to additionally maintain only the durable-index, which is 8 bytes in size. However, some systems may not maintain the update indexes; in such cases, Cad needs eight additional bytes for every item compared to the unmodified system, a small price to pay for the performance benefits.

Performing the durability check is simple in ZooKeeper because what item a request will read is explicitly specified in the request. However, doing this check in a system that supports range queries or queries such as “get all users at a particular location” may require a small additional step. The system would need to first tentatively execute the query and determine what all items will be returned; then, it would enforce durability if one or more items are not durable yet.

We modified ZooKeeper’s replication requests and responses as follows. The followers include the persisted-index in their response and the leader sends the followers the durable-index in the requests or heartbeats.

4.5 Evaluation

In our evaluation, we seek to analyze and understand the following aspects of Cad:

- Cad does not change the path of writes when compared to eventual
durability; therefore, Cad should match the performance of eventual durability on writes. Thus, we first ask: how does Cad perform during a write-only workload compared to immediate and eventual durability? (§4.5.1)

- Cad enforces durability on reads. If a read accesses a non-durable data item, Cad has to make data items durable through synchronous operations in the critical path of reads. Thus, we next ask: how much overheads does Cad incur on reads for workloads consisting of a mix of read and writes? How does this affect the overall performance of Cad? (§4.5.2)

- Finally, we ask: does Cad’s implementation in ZooKeeper ensure durability of items that have been read in the presence of failures? (§4.5.3)

We conduct a set of experiments to answer these questions. We run our performance experiments with five replicas. Each replica is a 20-core Intel Xeon CPU E5-2660 machine with 256 GB memory running Linux 4.4 and uses a 480-GB SSD to store data. The replicas are connected via a 10-Gbps network. Numbers reported are the average over five runs.

We compare Cad against immediate and eventual durability. With immediate durability, the system replicates and persists writes (using fsync) on a majority in the critical path; it employs batching to improve performance. There are two asynchronous configurations of eventual durability and Cad: fully asynchronous and asynchronous persistence. In the fully asynchronous configuration, the system performs both replication and persistence asynchronously. With asynchronous persistence, the system replicates synchronously but persists asynchronously. Unless specified otherwise, we use the fully asynchronous configuration in our experiments.
4.5.1 Write-only Micro-benchmark

We first compare the performance for a write-only workload. Intuitively, \texttt{Cad} should outperform immediate durability and match the performance of eventual durability for such a workload. Figure 4.5 shows the result: we plot the average latency seen by clients against the throughput obtained when varying the number of closed-loop clients from 1 to 100. We show two variants of immediate durability: one with batching and the other without. We show the no-batch variant only to illustrate that it is too slow and we do not use this variant for comparison; throughout our evaluation, we compare only against the optimized immediate-durability variant that employs batching.

We make the following three observations from the figure. First, immediate durability with batching offers better throughput than the no-batch variant; however, even with aggressive batching across 100 clients, it cannot achieve the high throughput levels of \texttt{Cad}. Second, writes incur significantly lower latencies in \texttt{Cad} compared to immediate durability; for
instance, at about 25 Kops/s (the maximum throughput achieved by immediate durability), $\text{Cad}’$’s latency is $7 \times$ lower. Finally, $\text{Cad}’$’s throughput and latency characteristics are very similar to that of eventual durability.

### 4.5.2 YCSB Macro-benchmarks

We now compare the performance across different workloads in the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [44]. We use four YCSB work-
loads that have different read-write ratios and access patterns: A (w:50%, r:50%), B (w:5%, r:95%), D (read latest, w:5%, r:95%), F (read-modify-write:50%, r:50%). We do not run YCSB-E because ZooKeeper does not support range queries. The workloads in YCSB have characteristics similar to real-world applications. Workload-A reflects a session store; B resembles a photo-tagging application; D models user status updates; F reflects the read-modify-write pattern frequently used in data stores. A, B, and F have a zipfian access pattern (most operations access popular items); D has a latest access pattern (most reads are to recently modified data).

We run this experiment with 10 clients. We restrict the reads only to the leader. \texttt{Cad} must ideally match the performance of eventual durability and perform faster than immediate durability. We first compare the write latencies of the different durability models. We then show the overheads that \texttt{Cad} incurs on reads when compared to eventual durability. Finally, we compare the overall performance of the three durability models.

\textbf{Write Latencies.} The performance of writes in \texttt{Cad} should be identical to eventual durability; making data durable on reads should not affect writes. Figure 4.6 shows the latency distribution of writes for the three durability layers for different YCSB workloads that have a mix of reads and writes. As shown, writes in \texttt{Cad} are much faster than immediate durability. Also, writes in \texttt{Cad} match the performance of eventual durability for both write-heavy and read-heavy workloads.

\textbf{Read Latencies.} Most read operations in \texttt{Cad} must experience latencies similar to reads in eventual durability. However, reads that access nondurable items may trigger synchronous replication and persistence, causing a reduction in performance. This effect can be seen in the read latency distributions shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. As shown, a fraction of reads (depending upon the workload) trigger synchronous replication
Figure 4.7: **YCSB Read Latencies: Write-heavy workloads.** (a) and (b) show read latencies for eventual durability and CAD for write-heavy YCSB workloads. The annotation within a close-up shows the percentage of reads that trigger synchronous durability in CAD.

and persistence, and thus incur higher latencies. However, as shown in the close-ups in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, for the variety of workloads in YCSB, this fraction is small (less than 5%).

A bad workload for CAD is one that predominantly reads recently written items. Even for such a workload, the percentage of reads that actu-
ally trigger immediate durability is small due to prior reads that make state durable and periodic background flushes in \texttt{CAD}. For example, with \texttt{YCSB-D}, although 90\% of reads access recently written items, only 4.32\% of these requests trigger synchronous replication and persistence (as shown in Figure 4.8 (b)).

**Overall Performance.** We now compare the throughput of the three durability layers for the various \texttt{YCSB} workloads. Figure 4.9 shows the results.
Figure 4.9: **Overall Performance.** The figure compares the throughput of the three durability layers. In (a), eventual and \textsc{cad} are fully asynchronous; in (b), they replicate synchronously but persist lazily. The number on top of each bar shows the factor of improvement over immediate durability.

In Figure 4.9(a), eventual and \textsc{cad} carry out both replication and persistence asynchronously; whereas, in 4.9(b), they replicate synchronously but persist to storage lazily.

As shown in Figure 4.9(a), compared to immediate durability with batching, \textsc{cad}'s performance is significantly better. \textsc{cad} is about $1.6 \times$ and $3 \times$ faster than immediate durability for read-heavy workloads (B and D)
and write-heavy workloads (A and F), respectively. \( \text{CAD} \) closely matches the performance of eventual durability even in the presence of some reads that trigger synchronous durability in \( \text{CAD} \). For the different YCSB workloads, the drop in performance for \( \text{CAD} \) compared to eventual durability is little (2% – 8%). Even for the worst-case read-latest workload (YCSB-D), \( \text{CAD} \)’s overhead compared to eventual durability is only 8%. Similar results and trends can be seen for the asynchronous-persistence baseline in Figure 4.9(b).

### 4.5.3 Durability Guarantees

We now check if \( \text{CAD} \)’s implementation correctly ensures durability of read data items in the presence of failures. To do so, we developed a framework that can drive the cluster to different states by injecting crash and recovery events. Figure 4.10 shows an example sequence. At first, all nodes are alive; then nodes 1, 3 crash; 1 recovers; 2 crashes; 3 recovers; finally, 2 recovers. In addition to crashing, we also randomly choose a node and introduce delays to it; such a lagging node may not have seen a few updates. For example, \( [12345 \rightarrow 245 \rightarrow 1245 \rightarrow 145 \rightarrow 1345] \rightarrow 12345 \) shows how nodes 1, 2, and 5 experience delays in a few states.

At each intermediate state, the framework inserts new items and reads a few items. For instance, in Figure 4.10, item \( a \) is written and read back...
Table 4.2: Durability. *The table shows the durability-experiment results for the three durability models.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Read type</th>
<th>Durability</th>
<th>Outcomes (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Data loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>random</td>
<td>immediate</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eventual</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C\textsubscript{AD}</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latest</td>
<td>immediate</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>eventual</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C\textsubscript{AD}</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the first state; b is written and a is read again in the second state and so on. At the end, the framework recovers all nodes and issues reads to all inserted items. If any item is lost, we flag the sequence as *data loss*; if any previously *read* item is lost, we additionally flag the sequence as *read-data loss* (a subset of the general data-loss case). Using the framework, for a five-node cluster, we generated 500 random sequences similar to the one in Figure 4.10. We first subject the unmodified versions of ZooKeeper to the sequences; then, we do the same for C\textsubscript{AD}.

Table 4.2 shows the results. In this experiment, eventually durable ZooKeeper and C\textsubscript{AD} persist asynchronously but replicate synchronously. Our first workload issues reads to a randomly chosen set of acknowledged items; we call these reads “random”.

ZooKeeper with immediate durability, as expected, does not lose any data in any of the 500 sequences. With asynchronous persistence, ZooKeeper loses data in 50% of cases and more importantly, loses data that has been read by the clients in 39% of cases. C\textsubscript{AD}, in contrast, never loses data that
has been read: state that has been made visible on reads is always recovered (0% read-data loss). \textit{Cad} loses some (unread) items in some cases; this is the basic tradeoff that \textit{Cad} makes, delaying the durability of data that has not been read for high performance. However, compared to eventually durable ZooKeeper, \textit{Cad} significantly reduces the data loss cases (from 50\% to 13\%) due to its periodic flushes and read-triggered durability. We note that the numbers do not denote the likelihood of data loss; rather, they reflect what happens when the system is stressed. \textit{Cad} can recover \textit{all} written data, irrespective of failures, if a request successfully reads the last-inserted item. To show this aspect, we conduct a slightly different experiment in which we use the same crash sequences but perform a read of the last-inserted item at each intermediate state (“latest”). In such cases, as shown in the second part of the table, eventually durable ZooKeeper loses data in about 50\% of cases; in contrast, \textit{Cad} recovers all data, avoiding any data-loss instances, behaving similar to immediately durable ZooKeeper.

\subsection{Summary}

\textit{Cad} is significantly faster than immediate durability (that is optimized with batching) while matching the performance of eventual durability for many workloads. Even for workloads that mostly read recently modified items, \textit{Cad}’s overheads are small. Our implementation of \textit{Cad} ensures that data that has been read by clients is always durable.

\section{Implementing \textit{Cad} in Redis}

So far, we discussed how we implemented and evaluated \textit{Cad} in ZooKeeper. We now demonstrate that \textit{Cad} applies to other systems as well. We also show that implementing \textit{Cad} requires only moderate developer effort, requiring minimal code changes. To this end, we implement \textit{Cad} in Redis,
another widely used leader-based system. In this section, we first provide an overview of Redis and then describe our implementation. We then evaluate the performance of our implementation and compare it against baseline Redis.

4.6.1 Redis Overview

Redis is a popular leader-based data structure store. Clients submit write requests to the leader which appends the update to an on-disk append-only file and then replicates the update to the followers. Similar to ZooKeeper, Redis also has two baselines. In the fully asynchronous baseline, Redis performs both replication and persistence asynchronously, i.e., updates are acknowledged immediately after they have been buffered in memory on the leader; this is the default configuration in Redis. We also configure Redis to replicate synchronously (using the \texttt{WAIT} option [139]) but persist asynchronously to obtain the second baseline. In both the baselines, Redis issues \texttt{fsync} in the background periodically (every second).

\texttt{Cad}-Redis follows the same code path of the baseline for updates. However, upon reads, it performs the durability check and enforces durability if necessary before serving reads.

We compare the baselines and \texttt{Cad}-Redis against an immediately durable version of Redis which performs both replication and persistence synchronously. We obtain this immediately durable configuration by setting appropriate values for the \texttt{WAIT} and the \texttt{appendfsync} options.

4.6.2 Redis Implementation

We implement \texttt{Cad} in Redis v4.0.11. Native Redis does not perform automatic failover (i.e., if the current leader fails, it does not elect a new leader automatically). Thus, we use Redis with sentinel [138] which enables automatic failover. Our implementation took only a moderate developer
effort: we added or changed less than 1K LOC in Redis. Further, implement-
ing $\text{CAD}$ required little changes to the rest of the system.

Compared to the ZooKeeper implementation, two additional changes were required. First, we added new structures to quickly lookup the $\text{update-index}$ of an item because Redis does not have such a structure unlike ZooKeeper. Upon reads, $\text{CAD}$-Redis looks up this structure to perform the durability check. Second, Redis does not ensure that the leader always has all the committed data unlike ZooKeeper, i.e., a node that has not seen some updates may be elected the leader. This is because although the sentinel requires a majority vote to choose the new leader, it does not take into account the node’s last log index. We thus modified the leader election to take a node’s last log index into consideration during election. This modification ensures that the chosen node has all the data that has been read so far, thus ensuring the correctness of $\text{CAD}$.

### 4.6.3 Performance

We now evaluate the performance of $\text{CAD}$ in Redis. In addition to the workloads described in §4.5, we also run workloads LOAD and C; LOAD is a write-only workload and C is a read-only workload. Similar to ZooKeeper, we compare the $\text{CAD}$ version of Redis ($\text{CAD}$-Redis) against immediate-Redis (that uses synchronous replication and synchronous persistence) and eventual-Redis. Figure 4.11 shows the result. In (a), eventual-Redis and $\text{CAD}$-Redis perform both replication and persistence lazily; in (b), eventual-Redis and $\text{CAD}$-Redis perform replication synchronously but persist to storage lazily.

Similar to ZooKeeper, $\text{CAD}$ offers performance benefits when compared to immediate durability in Redis as well. Also, $\text{CAD}$ closely matches the performance of eventual durability in Redis for most workloads.

As shown in Figure 4.11(a), for write-heavy (load, A, and F) and read-heavy (B) workloads, $\text{CAD}$-Redis is notably faster ($2.14 \times - 4.14 \times$) than immediate-Redis and adds only little overhead when compared to eventual-Redis.
Figure 4.11: Redis Performance. The figure compares the throughput of immediate, eventual, and Cad durability layers in Redis. In (a), eventual and Cad synchronously replicate but asynchronously persist; in (b), they replicate and persist lazily. The number on top of each bar shows the performance normalized to that of immediate durability.

(about 10% lower throughput). In the worst-case read-latest workload (D), Cad-Redis offers 22% lower throughput than eventual-Redis but is still 77% faster than immediate-Redis.

Figure 4.11(b) shows the performance results when the baseline employs asynchronous replication and persistence. Compared to the case
when the baseline replicates synchronously (i.e., Figure 4.11(a)), the difference in performance between CAD-Redis and eventual-Redis is slightly higher (e.g., 14% lower throughput instead of 10% for workload-B). At the same time, CAD-Redis is significantly faster than immediate-Redis for many workloads (for example, 6.22\times higher throughput instead of 4.14\times for workload-A).

Overall, implementing CAD in another system was fairly straightforward, requiring only minimal code changes. Furthermore, similar to the ZooKeeper case, CAD-Redis offers significant performance benefits over immediately durable Redis and closely approximates the performance of eventually durable Redis.

4.7 Discussion

In this section, we discuss how CAD can be beneficial for current systems and deployments, and how it can be implemented in other classes of systems (e.g., leaderless ones). We then discuss how CAD offers benefits even with the advent of fast storage devices.

**Application usage.** As we discussed, most widely used systems lean towards performance and thus adopt eventual durability. CAD’s primary goal is to improve the guarantees of such systems. By using CAD, these systems and applications atop them can realize stronger semantics without forgoing the performance benefits of asynchrony. Further, little or no modifications in application code are needed to reap the benefits that CAD offers.

A few applications such as configuration stores [65] cannot tolerate any data loss and so require immediate durability upon every write. While CAD may not be suitable for this use case, a storage system that implements CAD can support such applications. For example, in CAD, applications can optionally request immediate durability by specifying a flag in
the write request (of course, at the cost of performance). Alternatively, an application can ensure the durability of all the data it wrote so far by issuing a read to the latest written item; read-triggered durability ensures that the entire state up to the last update that modifies the item are durable.

A few applications may be write-heavy and read the latest written data items. In such cases, 
\textit{CA\textsubscript{D}} might simply shift the cost of synchronous operations from writes to reads and might offer little or no benefits over immediate durability. Since immediate durability offer better guarantees, in such worst-case scenarios, the system could detect this workload behavior and shift to using immediate durability. We leave this dynamic switching as an avenue for future work. However, we believe that most real-world workloads do not immediately read what they wrote (similar to the YCSB workloads we evaluated in §4.5.2).

\textbf{CA\textsubscript{D} for other classes of systems.} While we apply \textit{CA\textsubscript{D}} to leader-based systems in this paper, the idea also applies to other systems that establish no or only a causal order of updates. However, a few changes compared to our implementation for leader-based systems may be required. First, given that there is no single update order, the system may need to maintain metadata for each item denoting whether it is durable or not (instead of a single durable-index). Further, when a non-durable item \(x\) is read, instead of making the entire state durable, the system may make only updates to \(x\) or ones causally related to \(x\) durable. We leave such extension as an avenue for future work.

\textbf{CA\textsubscript{D} for sharded systems.} In this dissertation, we implement \textit{CA\textsubscript{D}} in non-sharded storage systems. Several storage systems such as ZooKeeper, etcd, and LogCabin are used in non-sharded deployments and thus our ideas and implementation can be readily applied. However, many deployments need to use sharding to scale horizontally. We believe \textit{CA\textsubscript{D}} can be used as-is or extended to suit such needs. First, if the shards are independent and do not have write dependencies across them, then \textit{CA\textsubscript{D}}
can be applied as described in this chapter. When a request reads a non-durable item on a shard, only items within that shard (that the item being read depends upon) need to be made durable. However, if there are write dependencies across shards, then a read of an item on one shard may require communication with another shard to make the dependent updates durable. In such cases, we believe the leaders of the different shards can exchange information (specifically, their local durable index) in the background; thus, in many cases, one can expect the dependencies to be already durable and hence may not require communication in the synchronous path of reads.

**Advent of faster storage.** Our evaluation shows that CAD can offer significantly higher performance than immediate durability when using slow storage (e.g., SSDs) within the data centers. We now discuss if these benefits will still hold with the advent of faster storage (e.g., NVM).

If a system must use synchronous replication and if it uses asynchronous persistence for better performance, then using NVMs can offer better guarantees at nearly the same performance. However, CAD still offers significant benefits in the following two scenarios. First, while faster devices alleviate the costs of persistence, in the wide-area, synchronous replication will still incur large network latencies. Thus, a system that asynchronously replicates with CAD can obtain higher performance than an immediately durable system. Second, even within the data center, CAD would deliver $\sim2\times$ lower latencies compared to immediate durability. Assuming NVM to be as fast as DRAM, the second row of Table 4.1 approximately represents the performance of a system that synchronously replicates and synchronously persists to NVMs; in such cases, asynchronous replication with CAD would offer $2.4\times$ higher performance as shown in Table 4.1.
4.8 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter, we show how the underlying durability model of a distributed system has strong implications for its consistency and performance. We present consistency-aware durability (Cad), a new approach to durability in distributed storage systems. Cad shifts the point the system makes data durable from writes to reads: data is made durable before it is made visible to clients upon reads. By delaying durability of writes, Cad achieves high performance. However, by guaranteeing the durability of data that has been read, Cad enables stronger consistency. In the next chapter, we discuss how to realize stronger consistency atop Cad with high performance.

While enabling stronger consistency, Cad may not be suitable for a few applications that cannot tolerate any data loss. However, it offers a new, useful middle ground for many systems that currently use eventual durability to realize stronger semantics without compromising on performance.
Building Strong Consistency upon Consistency-aware Durability

In the previous chapter, we introduced consistency-aware durability (CAD), a new durability model for distributed systems that can enable stronger consistency with high performance. In this chapter, we discuss how we realize one such stronger consistency property that we refer to as cross-client monotonic reads atop CAD. Cross-client monotonicity cannot be realized efficiently without a consistency-aware layer: immediate durability can enable it but is slow; on the other hand, it simply cannot be realized upon eventual durability.

Cross-client monotonic reads guarantees that a read from a client will return a state that is at least as up-to-date as the state returned to a previous read from any client. Cross-client monotonic reads provide these guarantees even in the presence of failures and across client sessions. Such guarantees can be useful for applications such as location sharing, social media timelines, and shopping carts. This property can be also beneficial in edge-computing scenarios, where clients may reconnect to the storage system often because of frequent disconnections or mobility; in such scenarios, cross-client monotonicity can provide strong guarantees across client sessions.

CAD, while necessary, is not sufficient if the system needs to ensure cross-client monotonicity while allowing reads at many replicas. To this
end, we introduce active sets, a lease-based technique that ensures monotonic reads while allowing reads at many nodes. With active sets, the system can permit clients to read at nearby replicas, making it well suited for geo-replicated settings.

We design and implement cross-client monotonic reads upon the CAD version of ZooKeeper to build Orca. We experimentally show that Orca provides strong guarantees while closely matching the performance of weakly consistent ZooKeeper. Compared to strongly consistent ZooKeeper, Orca provides significantly higher throughput (1.8 – 3.3×), and notably reduces latency, sometimes by an order of magnitude in geo-distributed settings. This chapter is based on the later parts of the paper, Strong and Efficient Consistency with Consistency-Aware Durability, published in FAST 20 [60].

The chapter is organized as follows. We first discuss the tradeoffs between performance and consistency in distributed systems (§5.1). We then discuss how CAD helps overcome this tradeoff and introduce our new consistency model, cross-client monotonic reads (§5.2). Next, we describe the design and implementation of Orca (§5.3). Next, we present our evaluation (§5.4). We also demonstrate how the guarantees provided by Orca can be useful in two application scenarios (§5.5). Finally, we summarize and conclude (§5.6).

5.1 Consistency vs. Performance

As we discussed in the previous chapter (§4.1), linearizability or strong consistency is expensive. A key reason linearizability or strong consistency incurs high overheads is that it often requires immediate durability; preventing stale and out-of-order reads require data to be durable in the critical path of writes. These synchronous writes make a linearizable system too slow: within a data center, immediate durability is about 10×
Figure 5.1: **Linearizability.** The figure shows possible values clients can observe upon reads in a linearizable system. The system has acknowledged updates $a_1$, $a_2$, and $a_3$. Time flows from left to right.

slower than asynchronous durability.

Immediate durability, while necessary, is not sufficient to prevent out-of-order and stale reads; additional mechanisms are required. For example, consider a linearizable system [92] that synchronously persists an update on a majority. In such a system, it is possible for a minority of followers to have not seen this update and so be lagging. Without additional mechanisms, a client might read the updated state that contains the latest state from the leader and a later request from the same or a different client might notice an older state if it reads from the lagging followers, violating linearizability. A few linearizable systems, to prevent such situations, allow reads only at the leader [80, 92, 108, 119]. Also, the leader before serving a read contacts a majority to check if it is deposed by a new leader †. These mechanisms enable a linearizable system to prevent out-of-order and stale reads.

Linearizability not only offer strong guarantees within a single client

---

†Additional mechanisms (e.g., duplicate request filtering [87]) are required for linearizability but immediate durability and leader restriction are the ones that affect the performance the most.
Figure 5.2: **Causal Consistency.** The figure shows possible values clients can observe upon reads in a causally consistent system. The system has acknowledged updates $a_1$, $a_2$, and $a_3$; updates $a_1$ and $a_2$ are causally related.

session but also across clients. For instance, consider the example shown in Figure 5.1, where the storage system has acknowledged updates $a_1$, $a_2$, and $a_3$. A linearizable system will not serve a client an updated state ($a_3$) at one point and subsequently serve an older state ($a_1$ or $a_2$) to any client. Further, when a client crashes and recovers, it is guaranteed to read what it read in its previous session or a later state (i.e., it won’t go back in time).

However, restricting reads to one node severely limits read throughput; further, it prevents clients from reading from their nearest replica, increasing read latencies (especially in geo-distributed settings where clients have to incur wide-area latencies to reach the leader). Consequently, practical systems allow reads at many nodes [103, 107, 120, 140] (at the cost of strong consistency).

While linearizability is expensive, weaker models such as causal consistency, monotonic reads, and eventual consistency are performant. This is because weakly consistent systems are often built atop performant eventual durability (as discussed earlier). However, a weakly durable system can expose stale and out-of-order reads. For example, an application may
read a data item that is buffered on the memory of a server; upon a failure of the server, in a different client session, the application can read from the same server and notice that the item is lost (the server lost data buffered in memory during the failure), exposing out-of-order states. However, this scenario does not violate guarantees such as causal consistency and monotonic reads; while these consistency models provide in-order reads, they do so only within a single client and not across clients. Consider the example shown in Figure 5.2, where the storage system has acknowledged updates $a_1$, $a_2$, and $a_3$ and updates $a_1$ and $a_2$ are causally related. While a causally consistent system will not serve $a_2$ to client $1$ at one point and subsequently serve $a_1$ to the same client (client $1$), it can serve $a_1$ to another client (client $2$).

Weakly consistent systems can expose non-monotonic states also because they usually allow reads at many nodes [40]. For example, a client can reconnect to a different server after a disconnection, and may read an older state in the new session if a few updates have not been replicated to this server yet. For the same reason, two client sessions to two different servers from a single application may receive non-monotonic states. While the above cases do not violate causal consistency by definition (because it is a different client session), they lead to poor semantics for applications.

### 5.2 Stronger and Efficient Consistency with CAD

We now discuss how the seemingly conflicting goals of strong consistency and high performance can be realized together in a storage system upon a durability layer that is consistency-aware. We first describe the new consistency property. We then discuss its utility and finally discuss the importance of allowing reads at many nodes.
5.2.1 Cross-client Monotonic Reads and CAD

We first observe that eventual durability can lose data arbitrarily upon failures, and so prevents the realization of both non-stale and monotonic reads together. While preventing staleness requires expensive immediate durability upon every write, we note that monotonic reads across failures can be useful in many scenarios and can be realized efficiently upon a consistency-aware durability (CAD) layer we introduced in the previous chapter.

To this end, we introduce cross-client monotonic reads, a new consistency property that offers strong guarantees. This property guarantees that a read from a client will always return a value that is at least as up-to-date as the value returned to a previous read from any client, irrespective of server and client failures, and across sessions. Figure 5.3 shows possible values clients can observe under this property. As shown, once client₁ observes \( a_2 \), client₁ and client₂ should observe at least \( a_2 \).

While linearizability provides this property, it does so at the cost of performance; immediate durability and leader-restricted reads make a
linearizable system too expensive. Weaker consistency models built atop eventual durability cannot provide this property. Even sequential consistency which is weaker than linearizability but stronger than models such as causal consistency does not provide this property. Note that cross-client monotonicity is a stronger guarantee than the traditional monotonic reads that ensures monotonicity only within a session and in the absence of failures [23, 96, 170].

We realize cross-client monotonic reads efficiently upon Cad. Recall that the key idea behind Cad is to shift the point of durability to reads from writes. By allowing writes to be completed asynchronously, Cad achieves high performance. However, by enforcing durability before reads i.e., by ensuring that data is replicated and persisted before it is read by clients, Cad enables monotonic reads even across failures. Cross-client monotonicity cannot be realized efficiently without a consistency-aware layer: immediate durability can enable it but is slow; it simply cannot be realized upon eventual durability as it can lose data items that have been read upon failures.

We note that cross-client monotonic reads does not prevent staleness. However, it avoids exposing out-of-order states to applications and can be useful in many scenarios, as we discuss next.

5.2.2 Utility of Cross-client Monotonic Reads

We observe that out-of-order states provide confusing semantics for many real-world applications. As a simple example, consider the view count of a video hosted by a service; such a counter should only increase monotonically. However, in a system that can lose data that has been read, clients can notice counter values that may seem to go backward. As another example, in a location-sharing service, it might be possible for a user to incorrectly notice that another user went backwards on the route, while in reality, the discrepancy is caused by the underlying storage sys-
tem that served the updated location, lost it, and thus later reverted to an older one. Or, consider a social-media application, where users see some posts in their timelines only to go back and not find those posts again. A system that offers cross-client monotonic reads avoids such cases under all scenarios, providing better semantics.

On the other hand, consider a system that provides causal consistency. Such a system would ensure that causally related operations are seen in order across client sessions: a client observes an effect only after observing the cause of the effect. For example, consider the social-media application we discussed above. If the application is built upon a causally consistent system, a user will never see a response to a post before seeing the post itself. Or, if a user X posts a status after they change their privacy settings to exclude another user Y from viewing their posts, Y will never see X’s later posts. Causal consistency would also ensure that users see posts in order within a single client session; for example, if a user sees a comment to a post in a session and views the post again in the same session, the user will at least see the comments they saw earlier. However, causal consistency does not ensure monotonic reads across client sessions. For example, a user could see the comment (effect) and its post (cause) in one session and in a later session see neither or the post alone (although, causal consistency would prevent the case where the comment alone is seen). Similarly, in the privacy-setting example, with causal consistency, user Y can notice that they cannot view X’s posts in a session; then, in a later session, Y can notice that they can view X’s older posts (causal consistency would prevent Y from seeing X’s later posts). A system that offers cross-client monotonic reads would provide better semantics by avoiding these out-of-order states across the client sessions.
5.2.3 Need for Scalable Cross-client Monotonic Reads

To ensure cross-client monotonic reads, most existing linearizable systems restrict reads to the leader, affecting scalability and increasing latency. In contrast, a system that provides cross-client monotonic reads while allowing reads at multiple replicas offers attractive performance and consistency characteristics in many use cases. First, it distributes the load across replicas and enables clients to read from nearby replicas, offering low-latency reads in geo-distributed settings. Second, similar to linearizable systems, it provides monotonic reads, irrespective of failures, and across clients and sessions which can be useful for applications at the edge [110]. Clients at the edge may often get disconnected and connect to different servers (for example, due to user mobility), but still can get monotonic reads across these sessions.

5.3 ORCA Design

We now describe Orca, a leader-based majority system that implements cross-client monotonic reads upon Cad. We use a weakly consistent system built atop eventual durability as the baseline to highlight how Orca is different from it. Orca aims to perform similarly to this baseline but enable stronger consistency. We first outline Orca’s guarantees (§5.3.1). Next, we explain how we realize cross-client monotonic reads while allowing reads at many nodes (§5.3.2). Finally, we explain how Orca correctly ensures cross-client monotonic reads (§5.3.5) and describe our implementation (§5.3.6).

5.3.1 Guarantees

As discussed earlier (in §2.3), in leader-based systems, a leader establishes a single order of updates. Orca preserves the properties of a leader-based
Figure 5.4: **Orca Guarantees.** The figure shows possible values clients can observe upon reads with Orca. The system has acknowledged updates $a_1$, $b_1$, $a_2$, and $b_2$. Once client$_1$ notices $b_2$, further reads must notice all updates up to $b_2$; thus, a later read from client$_2$ to item $a$ notices $a_2$.

System that uses eventual durability, i.e., it provides sequential consistency. However, in addition, it also provides cross-client monotonic reads under all failure scenarios (e.g., even if all replicas crash and recover), and across sessions. Recall that in Cad, when a read for an item $i$ is served, Cad guarantees that the entire state up to the last update that modifies $i$ (say $L$) are durable. Similarly, Orca built atop Cad ensures that if reads expose an updated state (up to the last update $L$) at one point to a client, Orca will not later expose an older state (that does not include some updates before $L$) to any client, as shown in Figure 5.4. Orca is different from linearizable systems in that it does not guarantee that reads will never see stale data.

Majority-based systems remain available as long as a majority of nodes are functional [20, 120]; Orca ensures the same level of availability. Orca ensures the same level of availability as the eventually-durable baseline; for example, ZooKeeper remains available when a majority of nodes are up and connected to each other; Orca maintains the same level of avail-
ability.

5.3.2 Cross-Client Monotonic Reads with Leader Restriction

In the previous chapter, we have discussed how CAD ensures that state that has been read by clients remains durable. We now describe how upon such a durability primitive, we build cross-client monotonic reads efficiently.

If reads are restricted only to the leader, a design that many linearizable systems adopt, then cross-client monotonic reads is readily provided by CAD; no additional mechanisms are needed. Given that updates go only through the leader, the leader will have the latest data, which it will serve on reads (if necessary, making it durable before serving). Further, if the current leader fails, the new view will contain the state that was read. Thus, monotonic reads are ensured across failures.

However, restricting reads only to the leader limits read scalability and prevents clients from reading at nearby replicas. Most practical systems (e.g., MongoDB, Redis), for this reason, allow reads at many nodes [103, 107, 140]. However, when allowing reads at the followers, CAD alone cannot ensure cross-client monotonic reads. Consider the scenario in Figure 5.5. The leader $S_1$ has served versions $a_1$ and $a_2$ after making them durable on a majority. However, follower $S_5$ is partitioned and so has not seen $a_2$. When a read later arrives at $S_5$, it is possible for $S_5$ to serve $a_1$; although $S_5$ checks that $a_1$ is durable, it does not know that $a$ has been updated and served by others, exposing non-monotonic states. Thus, additional mechanisms are needed which we describe next.
5.3.3 Scalable Reads with Active Set

A naive way to solve the problem shown in Figure 5.5 is to make the data durable on all the followers before serving reads from the leader. However, such an approach would lead to poor performance and, more importantly, decreased availability: reads cannot be served unless all nodes are available. Instead, **Orca** solves this problem using an *active set*. The active set contains *at least* a majority of nodes. **Orca** enforces the following rules with respect to the active set.

**R1**: When the leader intends to make a data item durable (before serving a read), it ensures that the data is persisted and applied by *all* the members in the active set.

**R2**: Only nodes in the active set are allowed to serve reads.

The above two rules together ensure that clients never see non-monotonic states. **R1** ensures that all nodes in the active set contain all data that has been read by clients. **R2** ensures that only such nodes that contain data that has been previously read can serve reads; other nodes that do not contain the data that has been served (e.g., $S_5$ in Figure 5.5) are precluded from serving reads, preventing non-monotonic reads. The key challenge now is to maintain the active set correctly.
Figure 5.6: Active Set and Leases: Unsafe Removal of Follower. The figure shows how if the leader removes a follower hastily then the system can expose non-monotonic states.

5.3.4 Active Set Membership using Leases

The leader constantly (via heartbeats and requests) informs the followers whether they are part of the active set or not. The active-set membership message is a lease [31, 63] provided by the leader to the followers: if a follower $F$ believes that it is part of the active set, it is guaranteed that no data will be served to clients without $F$ persisting and applying the data. The lease breaks when a follower does not hear from the leader for a while. Once the lease breaks, the follower cannot serve reads anymore. The leader also removes the follower from the active set, allowing the leader to serve reads by making data durable on the updated (reduced) active set.

To ensure correctness, a follower must mark itself out before the leader removes it from the active set. Consider the scenario in Figure 5.6, which shows how non-monotonic states can be exposed if the leader removes a disconnected follower from the active set hastily. Initially, the active
set contains all the nodes, and so upon a read, the leader tries to make \( a_2 \) durable on all nodes; however, follower \( S_5 \) is partitioned. Now, if the leader removes \( S_5 \) (before \( S_5 \) marks itself out) and serves \( a_2 \), it is possible for \( S_5 \) to serve \( a_1 \) later, exposing out-of-order states. Thus, for safety, the leader must wait for \( S_5 \) to mark itself out and then only remove \( S_5 \) from the active set, allowing the read to succeed.

**Orca** breaks leases using a two-step mechanism: first, a disconnected follower marks itself out of the active set; the leader then removes the follower from the active set. **Orca** realizes the two-step mechanism using two timeouts: a mark-out timeout (\( mt \)) and a removal timeout (\( rt \)); once \( mt \) passes, the follower marks itself out; once \( rt \) passes, the leader removes the follower from the active set. **Orca** sets \( rt \) significantly greater than \( mt \) (e.g., \( rt \geq 5 \times mt \)) and \( mt \) is set to the same value as the heartbeat interval. Figure 5.7 illustrates how the two-step mechanism works in **Orca**. The performance impact is minimal when the leader waits to remove a failed follower from the active set. Specifically, only reads that access (re-
cently written) items that are not durable yet must wait for the active set to be updated; the other vast majority of reads can be completed without any delays.

Like any lease-based system, Orca requires non-faulty clocks with a bounded drift [63]. By the time $rt$ passes for the leader, $mt$ must have passed for the follower; otherwise, non-monotonic states may be returned. However, this is highly unlikely because we set $rt$ to a multiple of $mt$; it is unlikely for the follower’s clock to run too slowly or the leader’s clock to run too quickly that $rt$ has passed for the leader but $mt$ has not for the follower. In many deployments, the worst-case clock drift between two servers is as low as 30 $\mu$s/sec [61] which is far less than what Orca expects. Note that Orca requires only a bounded drift, not synchronized clocks.

On a read, a follower checks if it is a part of the active set. The follower then checks if the item being read is durable by comparing the update-index of the item with the durable-index (sent by the leader during heartbeats). If the durability check passes, the follower serves the read; else, it redirects the request to the leader which then makes the read durable on the active set. When a failed follower recovers (from a crash or a partition), the leader adds the follower to the active set. However, the leader ensures that the recovered node has persisted and applied all entries up to the durable-index before adding the node to the active set. Sometimes, a leader may break the lease for a follower $G$ even when it is constantly hearing from $G$, but $G$ is operating slowly (perhaps due to a slow link or disk), increasing the latency to flush when a durability check fails. In such cases, the leader may inform the follower that it needs to mark itself out and then the leader also removes the follower from the active set.

The size of the active set presents a tradeoff between scalability and latency. If many nodes are in the active set, reads can be served from them all, improving scalability; however, reads that access recently written non-
durable data can incur more latency because data has to be replicated and persisted on many nodes. In contrast, if the active set contains a bare majority, then data can be made durable quickly, but reads can be served only by a majority.

**Deposed leaders.** A subtle case that needs to be handled is when a leader is deposed by a new one, but the old leader does not know about it yet. The old leader may serve some old data that was updated and served by the other partition, causing clients to see non-monotonic states. **Orca** solves this problem with the same lease-based mechanism described above. When followers do not hear from the current leader, they elect a new leader but do so after waiting for a certain timeout. By this time, the old leader realizes that it is not the leader anymore, steps down, and stops serving reads.

### 5.3.5 Correctness

**Orca** never returns non-monotonic states, i.e., a read from a client always returns at least the latest state that was previously read by any client. We now provide a proof sketch for how **Orca** ensures correctness under all scenarios.

First, when the current leader is functional, if a non-durable item (whose update-index is \(L\)) is read, **Orca** ensures that the state at least up to \(L\) is persisted on all the nodes in the active set before serving the read. Thus, reads performed at any node in the active set will return at least the latest state that was previously read (i.e., up to \(L\)). Followers not present in the active set may be lagging but reads are not allowed on them, preventing them from serving an older state. When a follower is added to the active set, **Orca** ensures that the follower contains state at least up to \(L\); thus any subsequent reads on the added follower will return at least the latest state that was previously read, ensuring correctness. When the
leader removes a follower, Orca ensures that the follower marks itself out before the leader returns any data by committing it on the new reduced set, which prevents the follower from returning any older state.

When the current leader fails, Orca (similar to Cad) ensures that latest state that was read by clients survives into the new view, and thus future active sets. Let us suppose that the latest read has seen state up to index L. Because Orca persists the data on all the nodes in the active set and given that the active set contains at least a majority of nodes, at least one node in any majority will contain state up to L on its disk. Thus, only a candidate that has state at least up to L can get votes from a majority and become the leader. Thus, the latest state that was read by clients survives into the new view.

### 5.3.6 Implementation

We build Orca by implementing the above design of cross-client monotonic reads atop the Cad version of ZooKeeper (described in §4.4). Compared to the Cad implementation, the following additional changes were required. We modified the replication requests and responses in ZooKeeper to maintain the active-set lease. Instead of setting durable-index to the highest persisted-index among at least a majority as in Cad in Orca we set the durable-index as the maximum index that has been persisted and applied (to the state machine) by all nodes in the active set. We set the different timeouts as follows. We set the follower mark-out timeout to the same value as the heartbeat interval (100 ms in our implementation). We set the removal timeout to 500 ms. The leader adds a follower to the active set when the follower has caught up and responds to three consecutive requests promptly.
5.4 Evaluation

We now evaluate the performance of Orca against two versions of ZooKeeper: strong-ZK and weak-ZK. Strong-ZK is ZooKeeper with immediate durability (with batching), and with reads restricted to the leader; strong-ZK provides linearizability and thus cross-client monotonic reads. Weak-ZK replicates and persists writes asynchronously, and allows reads at all replicas; weak-ZK does not ensure cross-client monotonic reads. Orca uses the Cad durability layer and reads can be served by all replicas in the active set; we configure the active set to contain four replicas in our experiments. We use the same experimental setup as the one described in the previous chapter (§4.5). In our evaluation, we ask the following questions:

- What are the benefits of allowing reads at multiple nodes?
- How does Orca perform compared to weakly consistent ZooKeeper and strongly consistent ZooKeeper?
- What benefits does Orca offer in geo-replicated settings?
- Does Orca ensure cross-client monotonic reads in the presence of failures?

5.4.1 Read-only Micro-benchmark

We first demonstrate the benefit of allowing reads at many replicas using a read-only benchmark. Figure 5.8 plots the average latency against the read throughput for the three systems when varying the number of clients from 1 to 100. Strong-ZK restricts reads to the leader to provide strong guarantees, and so its throughput saturates after a point; with many concurrent clients, reads incur high latencies. Weak-ZK allows reads at many replicas and so can support many concurrent clients, leading to high throughput and low latency; however, the cost is weaker guarantees as we show
Figure 5.8: **Orca Performance: Read-only Micro-benchmark.** The figure plots the average latency against throughput by varying the number of clients for a read-only workload for the three systems.

soon (§5.4.4). In contrast, **Orca** provides strong guarantees while allowing reads at many replicas and thus achieving high throughput and low latency. The throughput of weak-ZK and **Orca** could scale beyond 100 clients, but we do not show that in the graph.

### 5.4.2 YCSB Macro-benchmarks

We now compare the performance of **Orca** against weak-ZK and strong-ZK across different YCSB workloads. As we described earlier (§4.5), YCSB workloads are representative of applications such as session stores, phototagging, and user status updates. These workloads capture the read-write patterns exhibited by real-world applications; for example, workload D in YCSB has a latest access pattern where most reads access the recently written data items. Our goal in this experiment is to demonstrate the performance benefits of **Orca** under these real-world workloads. We run this experiment with 10 clients. Figure 5.9 shows the results.

In Figure 5.9(a), weak-ZK and **Orca** carry out both replication and persistence lazily; whereas, in 5.9(b), weak-ZK and **Orca** replicate synchronously but persist to storage lazily, i.e., they issue \texttt{fsync}s in the back-
Figure 5.9: Orca Performance. The figure compares the throughput of the three systems across different YCSB workloads. In (a), weak-ZK and Orca asynchronously replicate and persist; in (b), they replicate synchronously but persist data lazily. The number on top of each bar shows the performance normalized to that of strong-ZK.

ground. As shown in Figure 5.9(a), Orca is notably faster than strong-ZK (3.04 – 3.28× for write-heavy workloads, and 1.75 – 1.97× for read-heavy workloads). Orca performs well due to two reasons. First, it avoids the cost of synchronous replication and persistence during writes. Second, it allows reads at many replicas, enabling better read throughput. Orca also closely approximates the performance of weak-ZK: Orca is only about 11% slower on an average. This reduction arises because reads that ac-
cess non-durable items must persist data on all the nodes in the active set (in contrast to only a majority as done in CAD); further, reads at the followers that access non-durable data incur an additional round trip because they are redirected to the leader. Similar results and trends can be seen for the asynchronous-persistence baseline in Figure 5.9(b).

### 5.4.3 Performance in Geo-Replicated Settings

We now analyze the performance of ORCA in a geo-replicated setting by placing the replicas in three data centers (across the US), with no data center having a majority of replicas. The replicas across the data center are connected over WAN. We run the experiments with 24 clients, with roughly five clients near each replica. Figure 5.10 shows this setup. In weak-ZK and ORCA, reads are served at the closest replica; in strong-ZK, reads go only to the leader. In all three systems, writes are performed only at the leader.

Figure 5.11 shows the distribution of operation latencies across different workloads. We differentiate two kinds of requests: ones originating near the leader (the top row in the figure) and ones originating near the
Figure 5.11: **Geo-distributed Latencies.** The figure shows the distribution of operation latencies across different workloads in a geo-distributed setting. For each workload, (i) shows the distribution of latencies for operations originating near the leader; (ii) shows the same for requests originating near the followers. The ping latency between a client and its nearest replica is <2ms; the same between the client and a replica over WAN is ~35 ms.
followers (the bottom row). As shown in Figure 5.11(a)(i), for a read-only workload, in all systems, reads originating near the leader are completed locally and thus experience low latencies (~2 ms). Requests originating near the followers, as shown in 5.11(a)(ii), incur one WAN RTT (~33 ms) to reach the leader in strong-ZK; in contrast, weak-ZK and Orca can serve such requests from the nearest replica and thus incur 14× lower latencies.

For a write-only workload, in strong-ZK, writes originating near the leader must incur one WAN RTT (to replicate to a majority) and disk writes, in addition to the one local RTT to reach the leader. In contrast, in weak-ZK and Orca, such updates can be satisfied after buffering them in the leader’s memory, reducing latency by ~14×. Writes originating near the followers in strong-ZK incur two WAN RTTs (one to reach the leader and other for majority replication) and disk latencies; such requests, in contrast, can be completed in one WAN RTT in weak-ZK and Orca, reducing latency by ~2×.

Figure 5.11(c) and 5.11(d) show the results for workloads with a read-write mix. As shown, in strong-ZK, most operations incur high latencies; even reads originating near the leader sometimes experience high latencies because they are queued behind slow synchronous writes as shown in 5.11(c)(i). In contrast, most requests in Orca and weak-ZK can be completed locally and thus experience low latencies, except for writes originating near the followers that require one WAN RTT, an inherent cost in leader-based systems (e.g., 50% of operations in Figure 5.11(d)(ii)). Some requests in Orca incur higher latencies because they read recently modified data. However, only a small percentage of requests experience such higher latencies as shown in Figure 5.11(d)(i).

Orca performance summary. By avoiding the cost of synchronous replication and persistence during writes, and allowing reads at many replicas, Orca provides higher throughput (1.8 – 3.3×) and lower latency than strong-ZK. In the geo-distributed setting, Orca significantly reduces la-
tency \((14\times)\) for most operations by allowing reads at nearby replicas and hiding WAN latencies with asynchronous writes. \textsc{Orca} also approximates the performance of weak-ZK. However, as we show next, \textsc{Orca} does so while enabling strong consistency guarantees that weak-ZK cannot offer.

5.4.4 ORCA Consistency

We now check if \textsc{Orca}’s implementation correctly ensures cross-client monotonic reads in the presence of failures and also test the guarantees of weak-ZK and strong-ZK under failures. To do so, we used the crash-testing a framework described in the previous chapter (§4.5). The framework drives the cluster to different states by injecting crash and recovery events and message delays. At each intermediate cluster state of a crash sequence, we insert new items and perform reads on the non-delayed nodes. Then, we perform a read on the delayed node, triggering the node to return old data, thus exposing non-monotonic states. Every time we perform a read, we check whether the returned result is at least as latest as the result of any previous read. Using the framework, we generated 500 random sequences. We subject weak-ZK, strong-ZK, and \textsc{Orca} to the generated sequences.

Table 5.1(a) shows results when weak-ZK and \textsc{Orca} synchronously replicate but asynchronously persist. With weak-ZK, non-monotonic reads arise in 83\% of sequences due to two reasons. First, read data is lost in many cases due to crash failures, exposing non-monotonic reads. Second, delayed followers obliviously serve old data after other nodes have served newer state. Strong-ZK, by using immediate durability and restricting reads to the leader, avoids non-monotonic reads in all cases. Note that while immediate durability can avoid non-monotonic reads caused due to data loss, it is not sufficient to guarantee cross-client monotonic reads. Specifically, as shown in the table, sync-ZK-all, a configuration that uses immediate durability but allows reads at all nodes, does not prevent lag-
### Table 5.1: Orca Correctness

The tables show how Orca provides cross-client monotonic reads. In (a), weak-ZK and Orca use asynchronous persistence; in (b), both replication and persistence are asynchronous.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Outcomes (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Non-monotonic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak-ZK</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strong-ZK</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sync-ZK-all</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orca</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Async persistence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Outcomes (%)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>Non-monotonic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weak-ZK</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strong-ZK</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sync-ZK-all</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orca</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Async replication & persistence

The tables show how Orca provides cross-client monotonic reads. In (a), weak-ZK and Orca use asynchronous persistence; in (b), both replication and persistence are asynchronous.

Orca is designed to prevent followers from serving older data, exposing non-monotonic states. In contrast to weak-ZK, Orca does not return non-monotonic states. In most cases, a read performed on the non-delayed nodes persists the data on the delayed follower too, returning up-to-date data from the delayed follower. In a few cases (about 13%), the leader removed the follower from the active set (because the follower is experiencing delays). In such cases, the delayed follower rejects the read (because it is not in the active set); however, retrying after a while returns the latest data because the leader adds the follower back to the active set. Similar results can be seen in Table 5.1(b) when weak-ZK and Orca asynchronously replicate and persist
writes.

5.5 Application Case Studies

We now show how the guarantees provided by Orca can be useful in two application scenarios. The first one is a location-sharing application in which an user updates their location (e.g., $a \rightarrow b \rightarrow c$) and another user tracks the location. To provide meaningful semantics, the storage system must ensure monotonic states for the reader; otherwise, the reader might incorrectly see that the user went backwards. While systems that provide session-level guarantees can ensure this property within a session, they cannot do so across sessions (e.g., when the reader closes the application and re-opens, or when the reader disconnects and reconnects). Cross-client monotonic reads, on the other hand, provides this guarantee irrespective of sessions and failures.

We test this scenario by building a simple location-tracking application. A set of users constantly update their locations on the storage system, while another set of users constantly read those locations. We use the following workload mix: 50% update-location and 50% read-location. A set of 100 users connect to five application servers that run the location-tracking application. Each user connects to different servers over the lifetime of the experiment. We introduce delays between servers to create lagging nodes.

Table 5.2 shows result. As shown, weak-ZK exposes inconsistent (non-monotonic) locations in 13% of reads and consistent but old (stale) locations in 39% of reads. In contrast to weak-ZK, Orca prevents non-monotonic locations, providing better semantics. Further, it also reduces staleness because of prior reads that make state durable. As expected, strong-ZK never exposes non-monotonic or old locations.

The second application is similar to Retwis, an open-source Twitter
Table 5.2: **Case Study: Location-tracking and Retwis.** The table shows how applications can see inconsistent (non-monotonic), and consistent (old or latest) states with weak-ZK, strong-ZK, and Orca.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome (%)</th>
<th>Location-tracking</th>
<th>Retwis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>weak-ZK</td>
<td>strong-ZK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent (old)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistent (latest)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Users can either post tweets or read their timeline (i.e., read tweets from users they follow). If the timeline is not monotonic, then users may see some posts that may disappear later from the timeline, providing confusing semantics [40]. Cross-client monotonic reads avoids this problem, providing stronger semantics for this application.

We run this experiment with 100 users where some users are popular (i.e., they have many followers). The workload in this application is read-dominated: most requests retrieve the timeline, while a few requests post new content. We thus use the following workload mix: 70% get-timeline and 30% posts, leading to a total of 95% reads and 5% writes for the storage system. The users connect to one of the five application servers with each user connecting to different servers at different points in time. To create nodes that are lagging, we introduce delays between the replicas. Non-monotonic reads can be exposed under two cases: first, when a user sees a post and it disappears later; second, when one user sees an older post than what other users have seen so far.

Results are similar to the previous case study. Weak-ZK returns non-monotonic and stale timelines in 8% and 20% of get-timeline operations,
respectively. **Orca** completely avoids non-monotonic timelines and reduces staleness, providing better semantics for clients.

While we show that the guarantees provided are useful for applications we have not analyzed whether or not **Orca** can simplify the recovery code employed by applications to handle inconsistent states. However, we believe that **Orca** may potentially reduce the complexity of recovery code that handles stale and out-of-order data; specifically, such code now is freed from handling out-of-order data and may be less frequently invoked to handle stale version given that **Orca** reduces staleness. Moreover, on systems built atop eventual durability, both writers and readers have to deal with data loss. With **Orca**, only writers have to deal with data loss. For example, in the former, readers may have taken some action based on some data that they have read and they might later notice that is not true; therefore, the readers might have to perform some roll backs. This recovery code can be avoided with **Orca**. We leave this study of how **Orca** reduces developer complexity as an avenue for future work.

### 5.6 Summary and Conclusions

A major focus of distributed storage research and practice has been the consistency model a system provides. Most of this focus has been towards how a system behaves in the presence of concurrent operations from clients under different consistency models. However, only a little attention has been paid towards another important aspect: the behavior of the system under failures such as replica crashes and client crashes. In this thesis, we bridge this gap by analyzing how failures and data durability affect the consistency guarantees a system provides.

In this chapter, we introduced, *cross-client monotonic reads*, a new consistency model that provide stronger guarantees: it prevents out-of-order states even in the presence of failures and across client sessions. We de-
signed Orca, a design of cross-client monotonic reads atop Cad for leader-based majority systems. We introduced the concept of active sets to provide cross-client monotonicity while allowing reads at multiple replicas.

We implemented a prototype of Orca in ZooKeeper. We showed that Orca offers significantly higher throughput (1.8 – 3.3×) compared to strongly consistent ZooKeeper (strong-ZK) and closely matches the performance of weakly consistent ZooKeeper (weak-ZK). Through a series of robustness test, we showed that Orca provides cross-client monotonic reads under hundreds of failure sequences; in contrast, weak-ZK returns non-monotonic states in many cases. We also demonstrated how the guarantees provided by Orca could be useful in two application scenarios.
In this chapter, we discuss other pieces of work that are related to this dissertation. We start by discussing the various studies that motivate our analysis of distributed systems on how they react to storage faults (§6.1). We then describe efforts related to storage fault injection (§6.2) and analyzing distributed system reliability (§6.3). We then discuss how the new durability primitive and consistency property introduced in this dissertation compare with existing work (§6.4 and §6.5). We finally describe how Cad and Orca are related to other efforts that aim to improve distributed system performance (§6.6).

6.1 Corruption and Errors in Storage Stack

Several past studies have analyzed storage errors and corruption in detail [24, 25, 97, 112, 155, 156]. Specifically, Bairavasundaram et al. [25] and Schroeder et al. [155] show the prevalence of latent sector errors in disks. Similarly, studies have also shown the prevalence of data corruption in the real world [24, 124]. Furthermore, studies have shown that cheap near-line disks are more prone to errors and corruption than enterprise-class devices [22]. Since large-scale deployments often tend to use cheap hardware (and build reliability into the software), problems such as disk errors and corruption are increasingly important in such deployments.
These prior studies motivated us to study the effects of such faults in distributed storage systems.

6.2 Storage Fault Injection

Given the prevalence of storage faults in hard disks and SSDs, prior work has studied the effect of these faults in storage systems. As we discuss in this section, most of the prior work has focused on local storage systems such as file systems (§6.2.1) and stand-alone databases (§6.2.2). While our work draws from both bodies of work, it is unique in its focus on testing behaviors of distributed systems to storage faults.

6.2.1 File-system Studies

Our work on distributed storage reliability analysis was inspired by prior studies that analyze how local file systems such as ext3, IBM JFS, ReiserFS, and ZFS react to storage faults [26, 130, 187]. These studies carefully inject disk faults just beneath the file system and observe how the file system reacts to the fault.

The injection methodology used in these studies is type-aware: faults are not injected at random; rather, they are injected into various specific on-disk structures of the file system in a targeted fashion. Type-aware fault injection helps in quickly exercising several file-system code paths compared to random fault injection. The fault-injection methodology in Cords is similar in that it introduces faults in a targeted way into various application-level on-disk structures.

The results from the file-system studies show that some file systems (such as ext3) do not employ checksums for user data and simply propagate corruption to applications. The results also show that some file systems (such as ZFS) use checksums for user data and hence transform an underlying corruption into read errors. These results imply that applica-
tions running atop local file systems that desire to maintain data integrity have to handle such situations, motivating our study.

6.2.2 Studies on Layers Above the File System

A few studies [164, 186] have analyzed how applications running atop local file systems react to storage faults. For example, Subramanian et al. [164] study how the MySql database engine reacts to disk corruptions. Similarly, Zhang et al. [186] study how file synchronization services (such as Dropbox) react in the presence of local file-system corruption. However, none of these prior studies examined distributed storage systems that are central in today’s data centers. We believe our work is the first to comprehensively examine the effects of storage faults across many distributed storage systems. Our study is unique in that while single-machine applications rarely have ways to recover from local storage faults, distributed systems have an opportunity to do so, which our work examines.

In our follow-on work [10], we inject storage faults into RSM (replicated state machine) systems, a special class of distributed system. While the study presented in the first part of the thesis uses a simple failure model in which we inject only one storage fault on one node at a time, the follow-on work explores a more sophisticated failure model. It introduces storage faults on multiple nodes, introduces additional failures such as partitions, and explores scenarios such as the presence of lagging nodes. Therefore, the follow-on work uncovers more problems in some of the systems (such as LogCabin and ZooKeeper) we studied in this thesis. The follow-on work also proposes a solution for the crash-corruption entanglement problem we introduce in this thesis which is an essential piece to correctly recover from storage faults in RSM systems.

‡ not a part of this dissertation
6.3 Analyzing Distributed System Reliability

Our work on analyzing the reliability of distributed systems to storage faults is related to prior research and efforts towards examining distributed system correctness. This class of work includes model checking, fault injection, and bug studies. In this section, we discuss each of these related efforts towards analyzing distributed system reliability. At a high level, while all these approaches find reliability problems, none of them focuses on storage faults like our work.

6.3.1 Model Checkers and Bug Finding Tools

Several model checkers have succeeded in uncovering bugs in distributed systems [67, 88, 183]. These model checkers directly check the correctness of the implementation and expose corner-case bugs by exercising different possible reordering of events; for instance, the checkers reorder network messages, inject crashes and reboots to find bugs. Cords exposes bugs that cannot be discovered by model checkers; model checkers typically do not inject storage-related faults. Moreover, our targeted fault-injection framework can examine large storage systems faster than model checkers, which typically suffer from state-space explosion.

Similar to model checkers, tools such as Jepsen [83] that test distributed systems are complementary to Cords. Jepsen tests the guarantees provided by a system as follows. The tool issues several concurrent operations to the system and introduces network partitions. It then heals the partition and checks whether or not the distributed system violates any guarantees. For example, it checks if writes were lost and if the system violated some consistency or isolation guarantee that it is supposed to provide. Cords is different in that it introduces storage faults. We believe one could combine these tools to uncover other vulnerabilities that cannot be detected by either of these tools in isolation.
Our previous work [12], Pace, studies how file-system crash behaviors affect distributed systems. However, the faults introduced by Pace occur only upon a crash, unlike block corruption and errors introduced by Cords. Pace also discovered some of the problems exposed by Cords. For example, when a node crashes during an update, it results in a corruption because of the partially updated data. Such corruptions caused by crashes were undetected by Redis, and therefore, Pace also discovered the problem where Redis spreads corrupted data to many nodes. However, Cords exposes additional problems not exposed by Pace because of the targeted injection of storage faults.

6.3.2 Generic Fault Injection

Our work is also related to efforts that inject faults into systems and test their robustness [28, 64, 157, 172]. Several efforts have built generic fault injectors for distributed systems [49, 69, 162]. Most of these fault-injection frameworks aim to inject various types of faults and also emphasize the portability of the framework to several platforms and systems. For example, Han et al., described Doctor [69], a comprehensive framework that can inject processor, memory, and communication faults. Cords differs from generic fault injectors through its specific focus on storage faults.

6.3.3 Bug Studies

A few recent bug studies [66, 184] have given insights into common problems found in distributed systems. Gunawi et al. [66] perform a comprehensive study of over twenty thousand bug reports of systems such as HDFS, HBase, and Cassandra. Among the bugs they study, some issues are related to data integrity; for example, HDFS detects a corruption but does not perform recovery correctly in some cases. Yuan et al. [184] show that 34% of catastrophic failures in their study are due to unanticipated
error conditions. Our results also show that systems do not handle read and write errors well; this poor error handling leads to harmful global effects in many cases.

We believe that bug studies and fault injection studies are complementary to each other; while bug studies suggest constructing test cases by examining sequences of events that have led to bugs encountered in the wild, fault injection studies like ours concentrate on injecting one type of fault and uncovering new bugs and design flaws.

### 6.4 Durability Semantics

We now discuss durability models that are similar to CAD, introduced in Chapter 4. CAD’s durability semantic has a similar flavor to that of a few local file systems that delay durability for performance. Xsyncfs [115] delays writes to disk until the written data is externalized; data is externalized when a response is printed on the output screen or when a message is sent via the network. By delaying durability, Xsyncfs realizes high performance similar to an asynchronous file system while providing strong guarantees similar to a synchronous file system. Similarly, file-system developers have proposed the $O_{\text{RSYNC}}$ flag [76] that provides similar guarantees to CAD. Although not implemented by many kernels [76], when specified in open, this flag blocks read calls until the data being read has been persisted to the disk.

While CAD has similarities to these ideas, prior work resolves the tension between durability and performance in a much simpler single-node setting and within the file system. In contrast, to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to do so in replicated storage systems and in the presence of complex failures (e.g., network partitions).

BarrierFS’ fbarrier [181] and OptFS’ osync [38] provide delayed durability semantics similar to CAD; however, unlike CAD, these file systems
do not guarantee that data read by applications will remain durable after crashes. Moreover, similar to Xsyncfs and O_RSYNC, these efforts focus on local file systems unlike CAD.

Prior research on building distributed systems such as Blizzard [100] and RAMCloud [121, 163] employ asynchronous durability for performance. For example, RAMCloud introduces a buffered logging approach to durability where operations are synchronously logged to the memory of replicas but not persisted to disks in the critical path. Hence, the system may lose data in the presence of failures. Similarly, Blizzard [100] also employs delayed durability and provides prefix writes (i.e., only the tail of the recent updates may be lost). CAD, similar to these systems, also may lose the tail of recent updates. However, unlike these systems, CAD guarantees the durability of data that has been read by clients. Consequently, while it is possible to build cross-client monotonic reads atop CAD, it is hard to realize it in prior systems. However, we believe the idea of read-triggered durability can be applied to systems such as Blizzard to improve its guarantees while maintaining high performance.

6.5 Cross-client Monotonic Reads

Several consistency models have been proposed in distributed systems literature [176]. These range from strong consistency property such as linearizability [70], intermediate causal [91] and session [169] consistency models, to weak models such as eventual consistency [52]. Our work focuses on the interaction of consistency and durability; specifically, we show how durability affects consistency. Lee et al., identify and describe the durability requirements to realize linearizability [87]. In contrast, we study in more detail what consistency levels can be realized upon different durability models; further, we also explore how to design a new durability primitive that enables strong consistency with high performance.
To the best of our knowledge, cross-client monotonic reads is provided only by linearizability [87, 119]. However, linearizable systems require immediate durability and most linearizable systems prevent reads at the followers. Orca offers this property without immediate durability while allowing reads at many nodes. Other models such as causal consistency [23, 91, 96] do not provide in-order cross-client consistency because their guarantees hold only within a single client session and not across client sessions.

Gaios [29] offers strong consistency while allowing reads from many replicas. Although Gaios distributes reads across replicas, requests are still bounced through the leader and thus incur an additional delay to reach the leader. The leader also requires one additional round trip to check if it is indeed the leader, increasing latency further. In contrast, Orca allows clients to directly read from the nearest replica, enabling both load distribution and low latency. Orca avoids the extra round trip (to verify leadership) by using leases.

CRAQ [167] offers strong consistency for systems that use chain replication while allowing reads from all nodes. However, CRAQ is optimized for read-mostly workloads. Moreover, while reads incur low latencies in chain replication, writes incur high latencies; the latency incurred is proportional to the number of replicas and is often higher than the write latency incurred in immediately durable leader-based majority systems. In contrast, Orca offers low-latency writes by using CAD.

Orca’s use of leases to provide strong consistency is similar to how prior systems use leases for similar purposes. For example, early work on distributed file systems has used leases to maintain client-side cache consistency [63].
6.6 Improving Distributed System Performance

Several approaches to improving the performance of distributed systems have been proposed. These approaches improve performance by using client-side speculation [65, 114, 179], server-side speculation [79, 81], exploiting commutativity [109] and network ordering [89, 128], and using inconsistent replication [185]. However, these prior approaches do not focus on addressing the overheads of data durability, an important aspect in storage systems which our work on Cad addresses. Further, most of these approaches focus on state machine replication, while our work examines and applies new ideas to a broader class of replicated storage systems.

Orca avoids durability overheads by separating consistency from freshness: reads can be stale but never out-of-order. LazyBase [40] applies a similar idea to analytical processing systems in which reads access only older versions that have been fully ingested and indexed. However, such an approach often returns staler results than a weakly consistent system. In contrast, Orca never returns staler data than a weakly consistent system; further, Orca reduces staleness compared to weak systems by persisting data on many nodes upon reads (as shown by our experiments).

Saucr [11] reduces durability overheads in the common case but compromises on availability for strong durability in rare situations (e.g., in the presence of many simultaneous failures). Orca makes the opposite tradeoff: it provides better availability but could lose a few recent updates upon failures. Moreover, the ideas proposed in Saucr are applicable only within a data center. In contrast, Orca provides benefits for both single data-center and geo-replicated settings.
7

Conclusions and Future Work

Distributed storage systems have a simple but important goal: to store critical data durably. However, this seemingly simple goal is hard to realize in the presence of failures. In this dissertation, we studied the durability of distributed storage systems in the presence of failures that arise while and after the system makes data durable. We also proposed efficient methods for achieving durability and stronger consistency in these systems.

To keep user data safe, a distributed system redundantly stores many copies of data. The common expectation is that if one of the replicas fail, the system can still recover the data from other copies. However, in the first part of our dissertation, we showed that most modern distributed storage systems do not effectively use redundancy as a source of recovery to recover from faults that arise in the local storage layer of the individual replicas. We showed that even a single corruption or an inaccessible block in one of the nodes could result in data loss, unavailability, and spread of corruption from a corrupted replica to other intact replicas.

Ensuring durability of data in the critical path of a client request is expensive. On a write, a distributed system must replicate the data to many servers and force the data to the storage devices; these operations result in significant performance degradation. Many practitioners, therefore, turn off such synchronous operations in the critical path, for performance.
However, such systems may lose data and provide weak guarantees when failures happen.

Therefore, in the second part of this dissertation, we presented solutions that offer both strong guarantees and excellent performance. We introduced consistency-aware durability (CAD), that shifts the point of durability from writes to reads. Delaying durability of writes provides high performance; however, ensuring that data is durable before it is read enables strong consistency even in the presence of failures. Finally, we showed how a strong consistency property called cross-client monotonic reads could be realized upon CAD. This new consistency property can be beneficial in geo-distributed settings and edge-computing scenarios and can be useful in many application scenarios.

In this chapter, we first summarize each part of this dissertation (§7.1) and present the various lessons we learned through the course of this dissertation work (§7.2). We then discuss some directions for future work (§7.3).

7.1 Summary

We now provide a summary of the three parts of this dissertation.

7.1.1 Storage Faults Analysis

Modern distributed storage systems depend upon local file systems to store and manage data. The storage devices underneath the local file system may sometimes return corrupted data on a read; at times, a block on the storage medium may become inaccessible. Therefore, in the first part of this thesis, we studied how modern distributed storage systems react to such storage faults and whether these faults affect the durability of data in these systems.
To this end, we built a fault-injection framework called Cords that systematically injects storage faults into applications that run atop local file systems. Our fault model is simple: we injected only a single storage fault on one replica at a time. Given that there are multiple intact copies of data, the common expectation is that redundancy will enable recovery from local storage faults. For instance, if one of the copies of the data item in the system gets corrupted, users would expect that the corrupted data will be recoverable from the intact copies on other replicas and that the users never see the corrupted data.

However, our study revealed that the reality is different from this common expectation: redundancy does not imply fault tolerance in many systems we studied. In many cases, a single storage fault on one replica resulted in problematic outcomes such as data loss, silent user-visible corruption, unavailability, query failures, or sometimes even the spread of corrupted data to other intact replicas. We found that these outcomes arise due to some fundamental root causes in storage fault tolerance that are common to many distributed storage systems. First, faults were often undetected locally by replicas, leading to harmful effects. Second, even when systems reliably detected faults, in most cases, they simply crashed instead of using redundancy to recover from the fault. Third, many systems did not discern corruptions caused due to crashes from storage corruptions, resulting in many data-loss cases. Then, we found that local fault-handling behaviors and global distributed protocols interacted in unsafe manners, leading to propagation of corruption or data loss. Finally, redundancy was underutilized as a source of recovery from storage faults.

7.1.2 Consistency-aware Durability

In the second part of the thesis, we focused on how systems make data durable, which has strong implications on both consistency and perfor-
mance. We found that two durability models are popular and most existing systems use either one of them. With immediate durability, when a client performs an update, the writes are replicated and persisted on many nodes before acknowledging clients. With eventual durability, writes are only lazily replicated and persisted after buffering it on the memory of one or a few nodes. Immediate durability enables strong consistency but at a high cost: poor performance. In contrast, with eventual durability, high performance can be realized, but this model leads to weak semantics, exposing stale and out-of-order data to applications. However, many deployments prefer eventual durability for performance, settling for weaker guarantees.

To this end, we introduced consistency-aware durability or CAD that provides stronger guarantees than eventual durability without forgoing performance. The key idea behind CAD is to shift the point the system makes data durable from writes to reads. By committing writes asynchronously, CAD achieves high performance; however, unlike eventual durability, CAD guarantees the durability of data items (through synchronous operations, if necessary) before serving out reads, enabling stronger guarantees even in the presence of failures. In most real-world workloads, it is natural that reads do not immediately follow writes, enabling CAD to realize high performance.

We designed and implemented CAD for leader-based majority systems by modifying ZooKeeper. We showed that ZooKeeper with CAD performs significantly ($1.5 \times - 3 \times$) faster than immediately durable ZooKeeper. CAD closely matches the performance of eventually durable ZooKeeper for many workloads. However, as we showed, CAD provides better guarantees than eventually durable ZooKeeper and enables one to build stronger consistency.
7.1.3 Cross-client Monotonic Reads

In the last part of the thesis, we introduced cross-client monotonic reads, a new consistency model. Cross-client monotonicity guarantees that a read from a client will return a state that is at least as up-to-date as the state returned to a previous read from any client, irrespective of failures and across client sessions. Among the existing consistency models, these guarantees are only provided by linearizability; however, linearizability is expensive as it requires writes to be immediately durable. In contrast, we showed that CAD enables cross-client monotonicity to be realized with high performance.

We designed cross-client monotonicity upon the CAD version of ZooKeeper to build Orca. In addition to using a consistency-aware durability layer, Orca uses additional mechanisms to allow reads at many nodes (unlike many practical linearizable systems that restricts reads to the leader). Through rigorous experiments, we showed that Orca provides strong consistency while approximating the performance of weakly consistent ZooKeeper. Orca provides significantly higher throughput ($1.8 \times - 3.3 \times$) compared to strongly consistent ZooKeeper and notably reduces latency (by order of magnitude) in geo-distributed settings.

7.2 Lessons Learned

In this section, we present a list of general lessons we learned while working on this dissertation.

Even battle-tested systems can fall short in reliability measures. When we started working on the storage fault analysis project, we initially expected the systems we studied to handle storage faults reasonably well partly because most of them are widely used in practice. We did not expect to find serious vulnerabilities such as data loss and silent corruption.
Although we expected to find some implementation-level bugs that will be triggered due to code paths that are rarely tested, we did not expect to find fundamental problems that are common to many systems. However, through the course of the work, we realized that even battle-tested systems have reliability problems. More broadly, we believe while it is important to channel research and development efforts towards improving performance, it is even more critical to pay attention to reliability. However, our study in this dissertation suggests that this is not the case at least with respect to storage-fault tolerance in many modern distributed storage systems.

**Systems lack uniform approaches to storage fault handling.** In the first part of this thesis, we discovered several problems related to storage fault handling in distributed systems. The underlying cause for most of these problems is that there is no unified approach to handling storage faults across systems. A vast body of work [34, 77, 85, 117, 120] exists on how to tolerate fail-stop, fail-recover, and Byzantine failures in distributed systems. However, we learned that only scant attention has been paid to problems that arise at the local storage layer and that there is no widespread knowledge on how to build storage-fault-tolerant distributed systems. Our dissertation takes the initial but important step in this direction.

**Decoupling of concerns and paying attention to lower layers can be beneficial.** One of the contributions of the thesis is separating the concerns of durability and consistency and focusing on the underlying durability layer. This separation resulted in many benefits. First, it enabled the understanding of how the underlying durability layer affects the consistency guarantees that a system can provide. Next, it also allowed us to focus on failures: while consistency models mainly focus on how a system behaves in the presence of concurrent client operations, looking at the durability layer separately enabled us to focus on the system behavior in
the presence of failures. Finally, it also enabled us to rethink the durability layer to build a new durability primitive that enables both stronger consistency and high performance.

**Building reliability-testing tools is important.** We believe that it is important to build tools that test the reliability of existing systems. While recent research has taken strides in building new storage systems that are verified for correctness [36, 37, 158], we believe that building tools is still critical to improving the reliability of *existing systems*. For example, in Chapter 3, we built a fault-injection tool using which we discovered many previously unknown problems related to storage fault tolerance in existing distributed systems. The tool also helped expose some fundamental shortcomings in these systems in the way they handle storage faults. Fixing the problems we found can significantly improve the reliability of these systems. Overall, we believe finding and fixing reliability problems is a promising way to improve the reliability of existing systems.

Testing tools can be used to check not only existing systems and expose problems in them, but they can also be used to test the robustness of the solutions we build. For example, in Chapters 4 and 5, we developed a rigorous cluster crash-testing framework that introduces complex sequences of failure events such as node crashes, node recoveries, partitions, and delays. Putting our system through hundreds of failure sequences helped us identify and fix corner-case bugs in our implementation; it also exposed problems in the unmodified baselines.

### 7.3 Future Work

In this section, we outline directions in which our work could be extended in the future.
7.3.1 Storage Faults in Blockchain Systems

In this thesis, we focused on analyzing the durability of modern distributed storage systems that are part of a single administrative domain. One interesting avenue of future work is to explore the reliability of decentralized systems such as blockchains [111, 182] through systematic fault injection, specifically by introducing faults in the local storage layer of the nodes in the network.

Blockchains, in essence, are replicated storage systems that store data upon many commodity computers. Each node, in turn, uses a local storage stack to store a copy of the ledger. If blockchains are implemented poorly, an unsafe interaction with storage stack can result in catastrophic outcomes such as denial-of-service attacks, hard chain forks, and even double spending of money. Unsurprisingly, storage failures have caused severe problems in blockchains in the wild [2–5, 150]. Despite such devastating consequences, little has been done to systematically study how blockchain implementations tolerate faults that arise at the storage layer. Moreover, ledger-based systems are more prone to storage faults given their decentralized nature; many diverse, commodity computers with less reliable hardware and software participate in the network. Thus, we find it imperative to study and understand the resiliency of blockchains to storage faults in a principled manner.

7.3.2 Cad for Other Systems

In this thesis, we designed and implemented a new durability model (Cad) for distributed storage systems that have a single leader and require a majority of nodes to be available. However, the idea behind Cad is general and can be applied to other classes of systems that do not have a single leader or are available even when more than a majority of nodes have failed. These classes of systems include practical systems such as Cassan-
dra [13] and Riak [149], and systems built by prior research [23, 91, 96].

However, applying \texttt{CAD} to other systems is not straightforward and requires solving a few challenges. Most systems that do not have a single leader do not establish a single total ordering of operations. They might establish only a partial order such as ordering only causally-related operations; some systems may not even establish a causal order. In leader-based systems, checking for the durability of a data item is simple: \texttt{CAD} maintains a single durable index for the entire system that indicates the index of the latest update that is durable. Since all updates are ordered, the durability of a data item can be determined based on whether or not the index of the latest update that modified the data item is greater than the durable index. However, for systems that do not establish this total ordering, it is not sufficient to maintain a single durable index for the entire system. Instead, the system might need to maintain metadata for each item denoting whether it is durable or not.

Moreover, the guarantee of what items are durable on a read would differ. In our \texttt{CAD} implementation, when a non-durable item $x$ is read, \texttt{CAD} makes the entire state (containing all updates up to the latest update that modified $x$) durable. For other classes of systems, the system might need to make only the updates to $x$ or those updates that are causally related to $x$ durable.

Another challenge is related to implementing cross-client monotonic reads on top of \texttt{CAD} for these highly available systems. Systems such as Cassandra are available for reads and writes even when only a single node is up. In such cases, to provide strong guarantees while maintaining high availability is challenging. For example, a node that is partitioned will not be part of the active set in \texttt{ORCA}; such a design may not be feasible with systems such as Cassandra. Maintaining multiple versions of data and serving only versions that have reached all the nodes may help address this problem. However, this design may increase staleness and thus
requires more careful thought.

Another type of system that future work could consider is distributed file systems. Distributed file systems such as HDFS [14] and Ceph [35] write to all replicas in the synchronous path of writes. In these systems, the idea of CAD can be applied; writes can be made asynchronous to improve performance. However, ensuring that writes are durable before serving reads can provide strong guarantees for clients.

### 7.3.3 Transactions upon CAD and ORCA

In this thesis, we focus on non-transactional storage systems such as key-value stores where each request updates or reads only a single data item. However, some replicated systems provide support for transactions where each transaction may access multiple data items. We believe it would be interesting to explore how to apply the ideas of CAD and ORCA for such systems. While CAD may not be able to support immediate durability of transactions, we believe that one can build strong isolation guarantees such as serializability on top of CAD. Serializability [6], while a strong isolation guarantee and often considered to be a gold-standard for databases, does not require transactions to be ordered in real-time. So, a transaction $T_2$ that begins in real-time after another transaction $T_1$ need not see the effects of operations performed as part of $T_1$. CAD and cross-client monotonic reads can enable one to build stronger guarantees by ensuring that if a transaction $T_2$ notices the effects of $T_1$, then all subsequent transactions will notice the effects of $T_1$ as well.

Another aspect that future work can build upon is studying the interaction between CAD and sharding. In this dissertation, we focused on a single shard that is replicated. However, as we discussed in §2.1, most distributed systems partition their data into multiple shards, and each shard is replicated. A distributed transaction might access data items across multiple shards. Therefore, while making data items durable in a shard,
the system might need to keep track of data items that need to be made durable on other shards. We believe that solving these challenges and applying the ideas behind Cad for transactional storage systems could offer performance benefits.

7.3.4 Caching on Cad and Orca

One or more layers of cache in between the client and the storage system store data items so that future accesses can be faster and the overall load on the storage system can be reduced. However, caching often interacts with the consistency guarantees of the storage system. For example, consider that a replicated storage system provides the strongest guarantee (i.e., linearizability) and thus prevents stale reads. However, if a client reads data that is cached elsewhere, the client may notice stale data. As a result, the system can also expose out-of-order reads to clients. Similarly, even if the storage system provides cross-client monotonicity, caches can expose out-of-order states to clients.

Write caching also presents an interesting challenge for Cad. When a non-durable data item is cached, a read served by the cache cannot guarantee the durability of data in the storage system. However, such write caching is often not used in practice; for example, at Facebook [116] data is cached only on reads and not on writes; applications issue writes to the storage system directly and later invalidate the cache. Since data items are cached only on reads, guarantees of Cad can be ensured. However, if data is cached during writes, then one must co-design the caching layer and storage system; the cache has to interact with the storage system to learn if a data item is durable and only serve data items that are durable upon reads. Other reads can be treated as a cache miss and redirected to the storage system. We leave this co-design and the analysis of the interaction between caching and consistency as avenues for future work.
7.3.5 Active sets and Linearizability

In Chapter 5, we introduced the technique of active sets. Active sets use a lease-based mechanism to provide cross-client monotonicity while allowing reads at multiple nodes. However, the idea behind active sets is not limited to Orca and can be implemented on systems that provide other guarantees such as linearizability. To ensure linearizability while serving reads from many nodes, the idea of active sets can be employed as follows. On a write, the request must be committed on all the nodes in the active set; reads should be served by only by the nodes in the active set. We leave this application of the active sets technique to linearizable systems as another avenue for future work.

7.4 Closing Words

Distributed storage systems are at the heart of applications running in today’s modern data centers. They are responsible for storing and managing all the valuable data that we generate. It is critical that these systems keep user data safe. This dissertation takes initial but important steps towards examining and improving the guarantees provided by existing systems in two ways.

First, we examined if and how storage faults affect durability in modern distributed storage systems after the system has stored redundant copies of data. Our analysis of eight popular systems revealed that the seemingly obvious things that we take for granted in distributed systems such as redundancy would provide fault tolerance is not the reality in these systems. In most cases, these systems do not handle problems that arise at the storage layer. The storage layer offers a great abstraction, hiding complex details from applications (including distributed storage systems). However, for an application to be truly reliable, it must be aware of the problems that can arise at the layers below and handle them ap-
appropriately. This line of thought also resonates with the classical end-to-end arguments in system design; although lower layers may implement some reliability mechanisms, it is the ultimate responsibility of higher-level software to ensure end-to-end reliability. However, the behavior of existing systems that we studied in this dissertation is in contrast with the end-to-end principles.

While finding and fixing problems in existing systems is one way to improving durability in existing systems, some systems provide weaker guarantees by design. For example, many current systems employ eventual durability and thus can arbitrarily lose data and enable only weaker consistency guarantees. In this dissertation, we also presented solutions to improve the guarantees of these systems without losing performance. A key to providing high performance and strong guarantees is to pay attention to what is observable to clients. Specifically, although the durability layer may lose some recent updates, it may not be acceptable to lose data that has been externalized to clients that have already read them. Based on this insight, Cad delays synchronous operations until the point the data is externalized to clients, thereby hiding the cost required to provide strong guarantees.

We believe the ideas presented in this dissertation can apply to systems that run in today’s data centers. At the same time, we also believe that some of these ideas can prove useful with upcoming hardware and deployment trends. First, with storage devices packing more bits, their error rates are expected to rise. For instance, next-generation QLC devices are already known to have more errors if writes are frequent [32]. Thus, the problems that we found in the first part of this dissertation will be more prevalent and important in systems that use such devices. Second, edge and IoT platforms are rapidly changing the way servers are deployed; instead of hosting all compute and storage resources in a centralized data center, these resources are now closer to end-users and ap-
plications. The performance and durability tradeoffs we studied in the second part of this dissertation become even more important in storage systems that span such edge and cloud servers. We believe the durability and consistency model proposed in this thesis can prove useful in such settings.
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